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The structure of all finitely generated ZG modules is determined, with emphasis 
on those modules whose additive group is partly torsion and partly torsion free. 
The method is to first find all finitely generated R-modules, where R is a pullback 
of two Dedekind domains over a field; then to specialize to R = ZG, and to other 
familiar rings. 
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1. INTR~DUC~~N 
Let vi: R i + I?- (i = 1,2) be homomorphisms of Dedekind domains R , and 
R, onto a field p. Throughout his paper, 
R = {R, -&if&R*} (1) 
will denote the ring of all symbols (rl + Fe rz) such that vl(rl) = F= v2(r2), 
i.e., the “pullback” of the diagram R 1 ++ x * RI. 
The problem solved below is: Describe all finitely generated R-modules, 
including a description of all indecomposables, and a description of how 
direct sums of these indecomposables behave. The general idea of the 
solution is to express each R-module as some kind of combination of 
modules over R , , R 2, and i?. 
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Two Basic Examples; “Cancellation” 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (group ring ZG, G cyclic of prime order p). Let < be a 
primitive pth root of unity (in the comptex numbers), and fet g be a 
generator of G. Then ZG is known to satisfy 
ZGgR = (Z--Ilt,Z/pZ*Z[[]}, (2) 
where vz(t;) = i, and the isomorphism is given by 
g-+ (I -+ i+- r). (3) 
The structure of finitely generated ZG-modules M is already known when 
the additive group (M, +) of M is torsion-free [Z, Sect. 741 and when (M, +) 
is finite [I, 6, 91. Thus the ~ont~bution of the present paper will be to handle 
the case that (M, +>) is “mixed.” However, even in the previously known 
cases, the desired module structure will be recast in a different form. 
The notation ZG and Z[[] used in this example remain Jxed throughout 
this paper. For completeness we give a quick proof of this (known) example 
in Appendix 1.13, An announcement of the resuhs of this paper, for the case 
R = ZG, appeared in [ 3 1. 
EXAMPLE 1.2 (the p-pullback of Z @ 2). This is the subring 
R = {Z-++Z/pZu-Zi (p = prime) 
of Z@j Z. Not much seems to be known about modules over subrings of 
Z @ Z. This pullback disposes of all subrings whose index in Z @ Z is prime 
and illustrates some aspects of the general theory of modules over rings R of 
the form (1) more clearly than does ZG. 
For example, finitely generated modules over R = ZG turn out to have the 
“cancellation” property, for finitely generated modules (see Corollary 11.41, 
X@MzXON*M~N, (4) 
On the other hand, R = the p-pullback of Z @ 2 fails to have property (4) in 
the following dramatic way. When p >, 3, R has (p - I)/2 nonisomorphic 
projective modules of each rank. (This fact is not new. But it follows 
immediately from Corollary 10.8 and Theorem 10.2) and cancellation (4) 
holds when X is projective (see Theorem 11.3). However, if M and N are any 
projective R-modules of the same rank, then X @ M 2 X @ N, where X is the 
R-module {Z -+ 0 t 01, (See the proof of Theorem 11.3.) 
An additional example of one of our pullback rings of possible general 
interest in commutative ring theory will be mentioned in Example 1.12. 
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p-Mixed and P-Mixed R-Modules 
Let R be ZG or the P-pullback of Z @ 2. An R-module M will be called p- 
mixed if the order of each torsion element of (M, +) is some power of p. 
Before explaining why these are the modules which mainly interest us, we 
recast the definition for the general R in (1) as follows. 
Let Pi = ker(Ri -+ R). Then, by (1), 
(5) 
is an ideal of R. We call an R-module M P-mixed provided, for each m E M, 
(rl --t F+-- r2) . m = 0 
! I 
P.m=O 
with both r, and r2 nonzero a for some c; (6) 
that is, if each “torsion” element m is annihilated by some power of P. 
In Examples 1.1 and 1.2, “P-mixed” coincides with “P-mixed”; but this is 
not true in general. (See Proposition 3.5.) 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (“Reduction to the P-mixed case”). Every R-module is 
the direct sum of : 
(0) a P-mixed R-module, and 
(i) an R, torsion module with no P,-torsion elements # 0, and 
(ii) an R, torsion module with no P,-torsion elements # 0. 
Each of the summands (0), ( ), i and (ii) is unique up to isomorphism. 
Because of this easily proved proposition (see Section 3), we can focus 
exclusively on P-mixed modules from now on. 
Separated R-Modules 
Let S be the pullback 
(7) 
where each S, is an R,-module, S is an R-module (hence also an R,-module 
via Ri --f R) and each fi is R,-linear. Any such S becomes an R-module if we 
define 
(rl -+ Jc rJ(s, -+ dc s2) = (rl s1 -+ rT+- r2sz). 
By [4, 3.31, an R-module has the form (7) if and only if it is an R-submodule 
of the direct sum of some R,-module and some R,-module. We will call any 
such S a separated R-module. 
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In particular, ZG acts on such an S by 
g - (Sl -+ st SJ = (Sl + St [s,) 
because of (2) and (3). 
Basic Building Blocks; Standard Epimorphisms; F@ 
(8) 
Now, it is not true that finitely generated P-mixed R-module is separated. 
However, the special separated modules (7) in which condition (9) holds: 
Si g ideal of Ri or EJ Jp;(i’, (9) 
form the basic building blocks for all finitely generated, P-mixed R-modules. 
In order to describe a full set of invariants for the isomorphism class of a 
basic building block, we define two epimorphisms 0: X+ R and o’: X --+) R 
to be top equivalent if there is an isomorphism 0: X’ >-+t X such that o’ = ~0. 
We then define a standard epimorphism ui: Si --H z (of R,-modules) (i = 1,2) 
to be any of the epimorphisms described in (10). 
si 
SiZZRi 
Standard epimorphism ui: S, ++ E 
Any (I(: Si -++ R which is top equivalent 
to the map vi: Ri -++ a in (1). Note that 
when R, is local, every R,-epimorphism 
Ri -++ R is standard. 
Si g nonprincipal ideal 
ofRi 
Select an ideal Hi in each Ri- (10) 
isomorphism class of nonprincipal 
ideals, and arbitrarily designate some 
epimorphism Hi -w R, and any 
epimorphism top equivalent to it, as 
“standard.” 
Si~:Ril~ Every epimorphism Si++R will be 
called “standard” here because, as is 
easily seen, any such epimorphism is 
top equivalent o any other. 
Note that the kernel of every R,-epimorphism: Si -++ R, with Sir (9), 
must be PiSi. Therefore, given any standard Ui: Si + R, we can write an 
arbitrary R,-epimorphism: Si ++ j? in the form .%r= where ff designates 
multiplication by some unique nonzero element 2 of R(tiJP,). 
We also define the units-class group % to be 
iV’= 
units of R 
(units liftable to R,) . (units liftable to R2) 
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where a unit J of E (= nonzero element of i& since i? is a field) is called 
liftable to R i provided r= v,(u,) for some unit ui of Ri. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (See Theorem 9.4 and Remark 10.4.) The basic 
building block (12) below is always an indecomposable R-module. 
(S, as in (9); fy # 0). (12) 
A full set of invariants for its isomorphism class is: 
(i) The Rrisomorphism class of each St. (This suJ.Eces unless both Si 
and S, are z ideals; in which case there is one more invariant): 
(ii) %(f/jj) = the canonical image of f/y in %. This will also be 
written g(S), the units class of S. Unless both S, and S, are z ideals, we 
say that S has no units class, and write g’(S) = 0. 
Remarks 1.5. (i) When R, = Z[c], as in ZG (Example l.l),-or 
R, = any local ring, then P = { 1) because, in either case, every unit of R is 
liftable to R,. For R, = Z[[], this is proved in [2, proof of 74.21; and for 
R, = local it is obvious. 
Thus readers interested only in ZG-modules can ignore P/, and this will 
considerably simplify many parts of this paper. For example, invariant (ii) in 
the preceding proposition .can be omitted, because it is vacuous. 
(ii) When R is the ppulback of Z @ Z, then it is obvious that 
~ = 
1 
cyclic of order (p - 1)/2 if p is odd, 
trivial if p = 2. 
(iii) When R = ZG or the p-pullback of Z @ Z, basic building block 
(12) is a lattice if and only if S, and S, are both ideals, or one is an ideal 
and the other is & To obtain this last assertion, just note that R,/P, z R, 
so 
{S,+&+RZ/P2}~ (S,-O+O}gSs,. 
For any R, the projective basic building blocks are those for which both 
S, and S, are g ideals. (See Corollary 10.8.) 
(iv) If R, is a local ring (hence a valuation ring), then every Ri- 
epimorphism Si + R is standard, as one can easily verify. 
However, there exist (p - 1)/2 top equivalence classes of Z- 
epimorphisms: Z -+ Z/pZ when p is a prime 22. 
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Other Zndecomposables 
These are formed by combining basic building blocks. In order to isolate 
the basic idea and, at the same time, acquaint the reader with our notation, 
we prove the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 1.6. In the basic building block (12) above: 
(i) Suppose S, g RI/q with e > 2. Then S has exactly- one 
submodule which has the form (X -+ 0 t 0) and is R-isomorphic to R. We 
call it the “left R of S.” 
(ii) Suppose S, z R2/G with e 2 2. Then . . . (similarly we define the) 
right R of S. 
Proof of (i). Since e > 2, 
Sz {F-‘/P%O~O}ER,/P~~R. Q.E.D. 
Deleted Cycle Zndecomposables, Standard pi 
Let S(r) S’*’ ,..., S(“) (n > 1) be a sequence of basic building blocks of the 
form sho& in (13), and suppose for 1 < k < n - 1, that Sk’ has a right z 
and Sk+‘) has a left E. Note that we have made no requirement that S(l) 
have a left R or Sn) a right R. A deleted cycle indecomposable ikf, notation 
as in (13), 
is,,~RctO”S,,}{811~~~S,,J 
:......... . . . . . . . 
. . . {s,,“-K*s*“} (13) 
means the direct sum @k Sk’ modulo a relation which identifies the right R 
of Sk’ with the left E of S’k+l). To d f e me this identification, first choose, 
once and for all, elements 
piEPi-Pf (i= 1,2). (14) 
These pi will be called the standardp, (and will never change in this paper). 
Choose sI, such that a,,(~~,) = f. Then make the following identifications in 
(13): 
p~~~~~--lslj~~p~~lJ+I~-ls~~+~ 
(1 <jQn - l), (15) 
where d(i, j) = length S,. 
The next theorem extends Proposition 1.4, which described basic building 
blocks. 
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THEOREM 1.7. (See Theorem 9.4 and Remark 10.4.) Every deleted cycle 
indecomposable M, as in (13), is indeed an indecomposable R-module. A full 
set of invariants for its isomorphism class is: 
(i) The (ordered) sequence of Ri-isomorphism classes of the modules 
s,,, s*1; s,2, s22;...; S,,,, S,,. (This St.&es unless both S,, and S,, are z 
ideals; in which case there is one more invariant:) 
(ii) %(2/J), 1 a so written Z%(M), and called the units class of M. Unless 
both S,, and S,, are z ideals, we say that M has no units class, and write 
P(M) = 0. 
Block Cycle Indecomposables 
If, in (13), S”’ has a left E and S (n) has a right R, one is tempted to 
complete the “deleted cycle” by identifying them; or, more generally, to 
identify the right E of s”” with some other one-dimensional R-subspace of 
s,,os,,o~~~os,,. However, such an identification will not always 
produce an indecomposable R-module: a certain “characteristic polynomial” 
will have to be a power of an irreducible polynomial. 
To see the exact form of the additional relation to be imposed on (13), let 
the following ingredients be given. 
(16) (i) A sequence S(l), S(‘),..., Stn) of basic building blocks 
S’k’ = {S ,k&R -a S,,} 
each with a left R and a right 1. Write n = rt, where t is the 
unique smallest positive integer such that, for all k, 
SW z S’kff’ (superscript addition modulo n). Thus the 
sequence {Sk’} consists of r “repetitions” of its first t terms. 
(ii) Some power g(x)’ = 6, + aI x + .. . + Z,- , xr- ’ + xr of an 
irreducible polynomial g(x) # x, in R[x], r as in (i). 
We define the block cycle indecomposable M, determined by (16) to be the 
deleted cycle indecomposable (13)-with X = c= jr-- modulo relation (17), 
which identities the right R of SC”) with a one-dimensional E-subspace of 
S,,l@ S,,(f,l, 0 SL(,f,,, 0 -*. 
r-1 
-P~(2~“)-‘S*,n = c ~kp:“‘,k’-‘sl,ckl+*). 
k=O 
(17) 
THEOREM 1.8. (See Theorem 9.4 and Remark 10.4.) Every block cycle 
indecomposable is indeed an indecomposable R-module. A full set of 
invariants for its isomorphism class is: 
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(i) The cyclic order of the basic building blocks Stk’; and 
(ii) The “characteristic polynomiaP’ g(x>‘. 
To remove any possible ambiguity from (i) above, we note that the 
module defined by (16) is isomorphic to the module obtained by using the 
sequence of basic buildig blocks SC*), SC3),..., SC”), SC’), identifying the right K 
of each of these except S”’ with the left R of the one which follows it, and 
finally, using the coefficients of g(x)’ to identify the rght R of S”’ with a 
one-dimensional E-subspace of 
That’s All 
THEOREM 1.9. The indecomposable, P-mixed, finetely generated R- 
modules are deleted cycle indecomposables (including basic building blocks) 
and block cycle indecomposables. (See Theorem 9.4.) 
Application 
Before going on with the theory, we pause to ask, “How far from 
additively indecomposable can an indecomposable, p-mixed ZG-module be?” 
To show how easy our invariants are to use, we give the proof in full. 
APPLICATION 1.10. Let M be an indecomposable, finitely generated p- 
mixed, ZG-module. Then: 
(i) The torsion-free rank of M must be 0, 1 ,p - 1, or p. 
(ii) The number of cyclic torsion summands of (h4, +) can be unboun- 
dedly large in each of the cases enumerated in (i), even when the torsion 
subgroup of M has exponent p2. 
Prooj (i) First consider a basic building block S. Since R, = Z, S, has 
torsion-free rank 0 or 1. Since R, = Z[[] and the minimal polynomial of [ 
over the rationals has degree p - 1, Z[&J and all of its nonzero ideals have 
torsion-free rank p - 1. Therefore S, has torsion-free rank 0 or p - 1, and 
this proves (i) if M = S is a basic building block. 
If A4 is a deleted cycle indecomposable (13), only S,, and S,, can be 
torsion-free. So exactly the same reasoning holds as before. 
Since every block cycle indecomposable is torsion, these all have torsion- 
free rank zero. 
(ii) First note that every element of the basic building block 
s = {Z/p2Z + z/pz +- z[q/P;} 
has additive order p or p*. So, if we construct deleted cycle indecomposable 
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(13) with each S”’ z S and n arbitrarily large, we get the desired result for 
torsion-free rank 0. For other ranks, change S,, to Z and/or S,, to Z[[]. 
Local vs Global; Direct Sums 
In the structure of modules over a Dedekind domain, the separation into 
torsion and torsion-free cases is fundamental. For our R-modules, this does 
not seem so useful. However, a clear-cut local-global separation exists. 
In Section 10, we show that the isomorphism class of each finitely 
generated, pmixed ZG-module M is completely determined by that of M, 
together with an ideal class cl,(M) in R, = Z[t;]. And cl,(M@x) = 
Cl,(M) cW)* 
For general R, of course, one must also specify an ideal class in R 1. But, 
as we have already seen with deleted cycle indecomposables, one more 
invariant is needed to complete the list: the units class g(M), an element of 
8. 
When R is the p-pullback of Z @ Z, we get the simple formula 
P(M@ X) = P(M) g(X). But in general a more complicated formula holds, 
so we postpone any discussion of details to Section 10. However, we mention 
one interesting corollary. Here 5F(Ri) denotes the ideal class group of Ri. 
COROLLARY 1.11. (See Corollary 10.7.) Suppose that O(R,) X 4(R,) 
is finite of order q; and 22 is finite of order u. Then for finitely generated, P- 
mixed modules M and N, 
MpSNp*MquZ:u (exponent = Cartesian power). 
Lifting Module p” 
In Section 11 we determine the extent to which the isomorphism class of 
M/p’M, where R = ZG, determines that of M; and whether indecom- 
posability of M/peM implies that of M. 
These questions were suggested by papers of Reiner [8] and Maranda [5], 
who considered the same questions when M is a lattice over an order over a 
discrete rank 1 valuation ring. 
One More Example 
EXAMPLE 1.12. R. B. Wartield has observed that a slight variation of 
the preceding results yields a subcategory of mod A for a surprisingly large 
class of commutative noetherian rings A. First we isolate a special case. 
(18) Let B = {VA - vet V,}, where each Vi is an artinian valuation 
ring, and V a field. Then every finitely generated B-module is a 
direct sum of deleted cycle indecomposables (including basic 
building blocks) and block cycle indecomposables. 
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Since the structure of finitely generated modules over an artinian valuation 
ring is essentially identical to that of finitely generated torsion modules over 
a discrete rank-one valuation domain, the proof of (18) is a subset of that of 
Theorem 1.9. So we omit thi details. 
The abundance of these rings B is shown by: 
(19) Let A be any commutative, noetherian ring which is not a direct sum 
of Dedekind domains and artinian valuation rings. Then A can be 
mapped onto a ring B of the form (18). (Hence mod B, as described 
in (1 S), is contained in mod A.) 
To establish (19), we quote [ 10, Theorem 41: Such an A must have a 
maximal ideal A4 such that M/M2 has dimension 22, as a vector space over 
A/M. Hence the local ring A/M* can be mapped onto a local ring B whose 
maximal ideal (x1, x2) has square zero and is a 2-dimensional vector space 
over V = B/(x,, x2). Let zi, fi, and 8 be the “natural” maps which make 
diagram (20) commute. 
v = B/(x,, ~2) 
(20) 
Then, by the Diamond Lemma [4, 3.11 the map IL: b + (n,(b) --t O(b) t n,(b)) 
maps B onto {V, --t rt V,}; and II is clearly one-to-one. Finally, each Vi is 
an artinian valuation ring because its only proper ideal is (x1, xz)/(xi). 
We note that the indecomposable module constructed in the proof of [ 10, 
Theorem 21 is, in our terminology, a deleted cycle indecomposable. 
The “simplest” such ring B, all of whose finitely generated modules are 
given in (18), is B = F[x, y]/(x’, xy, y’), where F is any field. 
Proof of Example 1.1 
Appendix 1.13. In the commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms 
(21), ker z2 = (x”-’ +xP-* + . . . +x+ 1). So kerz,+kern,=ker& 
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Zbl 
f \ q(x)= 1, 
“\, @/ 
1 
Z[Cl 74x) = 4.3 
u2 O(x) = 1 +pz. 
ZlPZ 
(21) 
Hence, by the Diamond Lemma [4, 3.11, {Z+Z/pZ+Z[[]} is the image 
of Z[x] in Z@Z/pZ@Z[[]; and this image is rZ[x]/(xp - 1) z ZG. 
2. PROOF OUTLINE;TRANSLATION TO R-DIAGRAMS 
In Section 1 we defined a separated R module to be an R-module S which 
is contained in a direct sum S, @ S, where each Si is an R,-module [R- 
module action given by (I~, rJ(si, sJ = (Y, s, , rzsz)]. 
The first main idea in the classification of finitely generated R-modules M 
is that of a separated representation of M, by which we mean an R-module 
epimorphism p: S--W M, in which S is separated and “as close as possible” 
to M in the sense that, in any factorization 
rp:S&S’-M 
with S’ separated, f must be one-to-one. 
The proof of the existence and uniqueness (up to isomorphism over M) of 
separated representations i  carried out in a companion paper [4], since 
these hold in considerably more generality than is needed for the present 
paper (and consequently can be presented more clearly in a context free from 
the many specialized distractions present here). 
Separated representations allow us to transfer the problem of classifying 
isomorphism types of R-modules to that of classifying all isomorphism types 
of what we call “R-diagrams.” The point of this is that an R-diagram 
consists of four R,-module homomorphisms; as indicated below, 
- f2 
s,-+s--ss, 
</ 
St = R ,-module (tin. gen.) 
-- 
*2 S, K = R-vectorspaces 
i7 
and finitely generated modules over Dedekind domains are objects we know 
a great deal about. 
The transfer to R-diagrams is carried out in this section. 
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The next step, reduction to the P-mixed case, is easy and is carried out in 
Section 3. 
We deal with the P-mixed case itself by representing each “P-mixed” R- 
diagram by a 4-tuple A, B, C, D of matrices over E. This is done in Section 
4; and Theorem 4.5 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for two 4- 
tuples A, B, C, D and A’, B’, C’, D’, to represent isomorphic R-diagrams. 
Reduction of A, B, C, D to canonical form (with respect o representing 
isomorphic R-diagrams) is where most of the work lies; and this occupies 
Sections 5-8. The plan of attack is to put C and D into a “moderately” 
canonical form, called “standard diagonal form,” then use results of 
Nazarova and Roiter to reduce A and B. 
Section 8 consists of a summary of the needed results of Nazarova and 
Roiter. 
In Section 9 we establish the structure of indecomposable R-modules; and 
finally, in Section 10, we finish the reduction of C and D, thereby getting the 
structure of arbitrary R-modules. 
DEFINITIONS. R will always be the ring in Section 1, (1). Recall that 
Pi = ker(R, -+ R). 
An R-diagram will mean a diagram of the form g below, where each Si is 
a jkitely generated R,-module; g and R are E-modules (hence also Ri- 
modules via Ri -+ R); 7ci and A are R,-homomorphisms with rri l-1 and fi 
onto; and the two conditions stated to the right of the diagram are satisfied 
(which, incidently imply that J n, = 0). 
kerf, = P,S, 
??i(K) E PiSi 
We will call two R-diagrams g and a’ isomorphic (notation: P2 g GP) 
provided there exist R,-isomorphisms Si g S{, ,?r $‘, and x’r p such that 
the diagram consisting of these isomorphisms together with G2 and 22’ 
commutes. 
Each R-diagram G2 defines an R-module M(g) as follows. 
M(9) = S/n(K), 
where 
(2.1) 
I 
s= {dLS4+-fQ}, 
K(K) = the set of all symbols (rri [l] t 0 --t n,[E]), LEE. 
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THEOREM 2.2. (i) Every R-module is z M(g) for some R-diagram 9. 
(ii) M(g) z M(g’) 0 g z @‘. 
Proof: (i) Let an R-module M be given, and let 9: S-H M be a 
separated representation of M, which exists by [4, 2.81. According to (4, 
3.31, the separated R-module S has the form of a pullback, as shown to the 
right of (2.1), with kerfi = P,S,. This gives us the first row of g. 
S is a finitely generated R-module by [4, 2.101, so the same is true of each 
Si as an R-module, equivalently: as an R,-module. 
According to [4, 2.3(ii)] our separated representation (p has properties (1) 
and (2) below. 
(1) v, is one-to-one on {P,S, +O+O} and on {O+OtP,S,], 
(2) ker v, E {P,S, +OeP,S2} (=P,S,@P,S,). 
To complete our R-diagram ~9, we let a = ker CJI. This is an R-module by [4, 
2.41. Since I? is a submodule of S, and S can be considered to be an R- 
submodule of S, @ S,, we can define 7c, and n2 in B to be the coordinate 
projections, restricted to K. Then property (2) shows that 71i(K) G PiSi, as 
required in @. 
To see that (say) 7c, is one-to-one, suppose that 7cl(@ = 0. Then 
I?= (0, rr*[E]), so by property (2) and then property (1) 
This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) (a). We are given M=M(g) in (2.1) and an isomorphic R- 
module M’ = &I(@‘). First we note that it suffices to check that the natural 
homomorphism p: S --H M [S as in (2. l)] is a separated representation: For 
the uniqueness of separated representations [4, 2.81 gives an isomorphism g* 
making diagram (3) commute. Then g* takes ker rp = E isomorphically onto 
ker q’ = E. 
s ---c--, S’ 
(3) 
Moreover, since ker(S j S,) = (0 j 0 + P, S, } = (0 j 0 + P2} S, g* induces 
an isomorphism of S, onto S{. Similarly g* induces an isomorphism of S, 
onto S;. Also, by the Diamond Lemma [4, 3.11, ker(S-H g) = 
{P1+OcP2}S; so g” induces an isomorphism of s onto s’ which 
completes the desired isomorphism @ r 9. 
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To check that v, is indeed a separated representation, we just use the 
definition of R-diagram to verify conditions (1) and (2); and then apply [4, 
2.31. 
Since the implication (e) in (ii) is trivial, the proof of the theorem is com- 
plete. 
We define the direct sum ~3 0 C3’ of two R-diagrams by taking the direct 
sum of the modules and maps which appear in each of them. This direct sum 
is clearly an R-diagram again; so we define an R-diagram to be indecom- 
posable if it is #O (that is, if at least one of the modules appearing is 
nonzero), and if it can be Z@ @ 59’ only when Q or C3’ is zero. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let @ and 9 be R-diagrams. Then: 
(i) M(@ @ cS’) g M(9) @ M(W), and 
(ii) M(@) is an indecomposable R-module oG9 is an indecomposable 
R-diagram. 
Proof. (i) is evident; and (ii) follows from the uniqueness assertion of the 
preceding theorem. 
The translation of our problem to R-diagrams is now complete. 
3. REDUCTION TOP-MIXED CASE 
We remind the reader that “p-mixed” and “P-mixed” were defined in 
Section 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every finitely generated R-module has a decom- 
position 
(i) M=N@M”@M”‘, 
where 
(ii) N is a P-mixed R-module, and 
(iii) each M”’ is an Ri torsion module with no Pi-torsion elements 20. 
The terms M”’ and AI” in (i) are unique subsets of h4, and (hence) N is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof. Let A4 = M(g), where @ is an R-diagram [see (2.1)]. If the 
modules Si appearing in 63 have decompositions Si = Ti @ Ui (i = 1, 2) with 
h(Ui) = 0 and r@) G Ti, then ‘~3 itself is the direct sum of the R-diagrams 
in (1) below. 
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(1) 
Since Ri is a Dedekind domain, there is a decomposition Si = Ti 0 Ui where 
Ti is the direct sum of a torsion-free R,-module and a Pi-torsion Ri-module, 
and where Ui is an Ri torsion module with no Pi-torsion elements #O. Since 
s=fi(Ti @ 17,) is a Pi-torsion R,-module, f,(U,) = 0; and similarly 
QK) c Ti. Thus (1) holds; and the resulting decomposition (i) of 
M = M(g) satisfies (ii) and (iii). 
Uniqueness. Let P, = {Pi + 0 c 0}, an ideal of R. It suffices to show 
M”‘=(mEMI~,m=Rm). (2) 
First take m (I’ E MC”. Since M”’ is an RI-module via R -+ R i, the desired 
condition is equivalent o P, m”’ = R,m”‘; and this is true because m”’ is a 
torsion element whose annihilator is, by (iii), prime to P,. 
Conversely, suppose P, m = Rm with m E 44. Write m = n t m”’ t m”‘, 
using (i). By directness in (i), P, m (2) = RmC2’. Since ti2’ is an R,-module, 
p 1 mt2’ = Om(*) = 0. so 9 m (2) = 0. From P, n = Rn we get 
(1 -r)n=O [forsomer=(r,+OtO)EP,]. (3) 
Since 1 - r = ((1 - ri) -+ 1 e 1) has both its R, and R,-coordinates 
nonzero, our definition of “P-mixed” tells us that pen = 0 for some e. 
Multiplying (3) by (1 + r t r* t ... -t-Y’) then gives O=(l-r’),=rz. 
Hence m = m”’ E i@‘). 
COROLLARY AND DEFINITION 3.2. The following are equivalent for an R- 
diagram 53. 
(i) M(B) is P-mixed. 
(ii) Each Si is isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals Of Ri and copies of 
R,/c for various integers e. 
(We will call any 22 with these properties a P-mixed R-diagram.) 
Proof. (i) G- (ii). Since M = M(G) is P-mixed, the terms M”’ and A#* 
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in Proposition 3.1(i) must be zero. Thus only the first term on the right of 
(1) [in the proof of Proposition 3. l] can be nonzero; i.e., (ii) holds. 
(ii) + (i). This is clear from the definition of “P-mixed.” 
The next proposition gives us a more detailed picture of P-mixed R- 
diagrams. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let S and K be I?-vector spaces: and, for i = 1,2, let 
the R,-module Si satisfy condition (ii) of Corollary 3.2. A P-mixed R- - - 
diagram can be built from S, K, S, and Sz if and only (iii) and (iv) hold. 
(iii) Each Si is the direct sum of n = dim,S indecomposable 
summands. 
(iv) dimR<n(i) ( w IC h’ h is defined to be) = the number of indecom- 
posable torsion summands of Si NOT z i?. 
ProoJ: Since SZ Si/PiSi, by the definition of “R-diagram,” condition 
(iii) follows immediately from: 
(3.4) If Hi is an ideal of R, or Hi = RJPF for some e, then 
Hi/Pi Hi E RJP, z i? as R,-modules. 
When Hi is an ideal of Ri, this is proved in [2, 18.241; and when Hi = RJG, 
it is obvious. 
Condition (iv) (both necessity and sufficiency) follows if we write each Si 
as a direct sum of indecomposable modules, and recall that each n, must be 
l-l with its image contained in P,S,. 
The final result of this section shows that the notions of P-mixed and p- 
mixed coincide when R = ZG or R = thep-pullback of Z @ Z. Recall that M 
is p-mixed means that the order of every torsion element of (M, +) must be 
some power of p. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose each Ri is the ring of all algebraic integers in 
some finite algebraic extension of the rational numbers, and that there exist 
integers d(i) such that Pi d(i’ = pR, . (Note: these conditions hold when R = ZG 
or R = the p-pullback of Z 0 Z.) Then, for any R-module M, 
R M is P-mixed o (M, +) is p-mixed. 
Proof. First note that 
PREP and pmax’d(‘)~d(2”+1 c { pPl -+ 0 cpp,} gpR 
Now we prove (e). Suppose 
rm=O with r = (rl + P t rJ and each ri nonzero. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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Since each Ri is a finitely generated torsion-free Z-module, so is the Z- 
submodule R of R, @ R,. Hence 1, r, r2 ,... cannot all be linearly independent 
over Z. Since r is not a zero divisor in R, this implies the existence of an 
expression 
0 #z = i ziri 
i=l 
(z and each zi E Z). 
From this and (3) we conclude zm = 0. The “R-mixed” hypothesis then 
implies p’m = 0 for some e. Hence, by condition (2), pm = 0 for somef: 
(a) Suppose zm = 0 with 0 #z E Z. By the “P-mixed” hypothesis, 
Pm = 0 for some e. Hence, by condition (2), pem = 0. 
4. TRANSLATION TO ~-MATRIX PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let a be a P-mixed R-diagram, as in (2) below. We 
will take S= i? and E = Rq, as shown. By matrizing choices {S,, aij} for G8 
we mean indecomposable Ri-modules S, such that 
St= 6 Sij (i= 1, 2) (1) 
j=l 
together with standard epimorphisms (see Section 1) crij: S, + R. 
II -n s,-R 2 s, c D 
(2) 
A B 
P-mixed R-diagram g Matrix 4-tuple of g with respect 
to {sij, Oij} 
Recall, from Proposition 3.3, that the number of summands S, in (1) is 
n = dim,S regardless of whether i = 1 or 2. Also, each S, is either X ,/Pt 
for some d = d(i,jFin which case length S, = d-or S, g an ideal #O of 
RI--in which case length S, = co. 
In (4.2) we will represent each map xi and fi by a matrix over R, as 
suggested at the right of (2). Proposition 4.4 tells which matrix 4-tuples A, B, 
C, D arise in this way. 
Let 2, B, C, d be the matrix 4-tuple of another diagram & with respect o 
(Tij, tij} and suppose each S, z Tij. The main result of this section, 
Theorem 4.5, translates the condition %? z & into a relation between the 
matrix 4-tuples A, B, C, D and 6, B, C, d. 
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(4.2) Matrices A, B, C, D. Let g be a be a P-mixed R-diagram, as in 
Definition 4.1(2), and {S,, aij} matrizing choices for @. It is easy to see, in 
(1) below, that kerf, = P, S, must equal ker @I Uij. 
Therefore there exists a unique R-isomorphism: R” >-t) i?” making Diagram 
(1) commute. If we write elements of R” as columns, then this isomorphism 
equals left multiplication by a unique, invertible n x n matrix over if, which 
we call C. 
D is defined analogously, using fr. 
Denote, by Si and S,, respectively, the largest R-submodule of P,S, and 
P,S,. Then 
9,s ; 
I 
if length S’ij # 1, #CO 
if length S, = 1 or co. (2) 
Recall, now, that we made an arbitrary choice of standard elements 
pi E Pi - Pf in Section 1, (14). We use these elements to define standard 
epimorphisms a^,: R-tt S, as follows. 
Let a^, be the R-epimorphism which mades Diagram (3) commute, where 
d(i,j)= length S,, and the horizontal arrow means multiplication by 
PY- I- Exception: let 8, = 0 when d(i,j) = 1 or co. 
(gRwhend(i,j)# l,#oo) 
(= isomorphism when d(i,j) # 1, #co). (3) 
Note that 8, is a isomorphism when d(i,j) # 1, #co. 
By the definition of R-diagram (Section 2), n,@) is contained in the 
largest R-submodule S, of P, S, . Therefore we can define A to be the unique 
n X q matrix over R such that left multiplication by A makes (4) commute, 
and such that row j of A equals zero whenever S,j = 0 (i.e., whenever length 
S,j= 1 or co). 
1 A s, = 6 qj 
5. + j=l 
>..qIh 
R 
The matrix B is defined analogously, using x2. 
(4) 
481/71/l-6 
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Block rotation 4.3. Let 
aI = (j j length Srj = d}, fid = {j ( length 23, = d}. 
For any matrix X, let 
X[rows aj] = rows aj of X, 
X]a, x a,] = the submatrix of X consisting of all entries xjk 
such thatj E ad and k E a,. 
Note ad need not be a set of consecutive integers. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. A 4-tuple of matrices A, B, C, D over I? can arise 
from the above procedure if and only $ 
(i) C and D are n x n and invertible, and 
(ii) A and B are n X q of rank q, and Alrows a,], A[rows a,], 
B [rows /3,], and 3 [rows /?,I equal zero. 
(Note: When q = 0, it will be convenient o think of A and B as empty 
n X 0 matrices, This will happen oM(a) is a separated R-module.) 
Proof. The “rank q” statement holds because rrr is l-l. Everything else 
either has already been observed or follows easily. 
We now give the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A, B, C, D and 2, s, c, 0” be the matrix 4-&pies of 
P-mixed ~-diagrams 9 and g with respect to {S,, a,) and {T,, 7ij), 
respectively; and suppose every S, z Tij. Then 227 2 g <rs there exist matrix 
relations of the form 
IT1 = u,c-‘w, 6-l = U2D-‘W, 
A== L,AV, B=L,BV 
(“1 
in which conditions (i) through (vi)’ hold. 
(i) V and W are invertible. 
(ii) U, is block-a %pper triangular”” (that is, U,[a, X a,] = 0 
whenever d > e), and invertible. 
(iii) L, is block-a “lower triangular” (L t [ad X a,] = 0 when d < e), 
and invertible. 
(iv) U,[a, X ad] = L, [ad X a,] for all d. (Note: when d = 1 or 03, this 
condition is unnecessa~ because rows ad of A always equal zero. But 
keeping it does no harm.) 
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(v) det U, [a, x a,] is the image, in R, of some unit of RI. 
(vi) L, [a, x a,] = 0 whenever e f co. 
(ii)‘-( Properties analogous to (ii)- for U,, L,, j3, and R,. 
Proof. Note that, if we arrange the terms of mj SIj so that 
length SIj < length Sr,j+, (0) 
for each j, then (ii) and (iii) describe actual block upper and lower triangular 
matrices. Throughout this proof, we will JInd it convenient to suppose that 
(0) and its analogue for S, hold. 
Condition (vi) just assures that A[rows a,] = 0, as required by 
Proposition 4.4. The requirement x[rows aI] = 0 is taken care of by (iii). 
Analogous comments apply to (vi)‘, (iii)‘, and #. 
The two rows of diagram (1) below show R-diagrams ka and g. An 
isomorphism ~9 r & then consists of module isomorphisms u, t, w, s such 
that all the squares in (1) commute. 
(1) 
Now suppose that such an isomorphism Q z & exists, and recall that C was 
defined by factoring f,, as shown in the top row of (2) below. Since C and C 
are invertible, there is a unique isomorphism u which makes both of the 
squares in (2) commute. 
Since u and w equal left multiplication by invertible matrices, which we can 
call U, and W-‘, respectively, we get c = W-‘CU;‘, hence e-’ = U, C-’ W, 
as claimed in (*) and (i); and we see, by referring to (l), why D-’ is also 
right-multiplied by W in (*). 
To get (ii), first write down the coordinate maps induced by the left-hand 
square in (2), obtaining commutative square (3). 
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s Olk - lk- R 
li 
J, I 
u/k (.i E ady k E a,). (3) 
T .a 
1J 
R 
Now suppose d > e. If d # 00, then tjk, in effect, maps R 1/C -+ R,/e. Since 
the submodules of RI/P7 are totally ordered by inclusion, image tjk E P, T,j. 
It follows from commutativity of (3), since ker rlj = P, Tlj, that ujk = 0 as 
claimed in (ii). 
On the other hand, if d = co, then tjk, in effect, maps R/P; + (ideal of 
R i). So tjk = 0; and hence again ujk = 0. Therefore U,[a, X a,] = 0 whenever 
d > e. 
Next, recall that the matrix A in (1) was defined by factoring rr, , as shown 
in (4). The isomorphism i in (4) is obtained by making the right-hand square 
commute; and this makes the left-hand square commute, too. 
(4) 
Since u and i equal left multiplication by invertible matrices, which we can 
call V- ’ and L i, respectively, we see that 2 = L,A V, as claimed in (*) and 
(i); and we see, by referring to (l), why B is also right multiplied by V in 
(*I. 
To get (iii), first write down the coordinate maps induced by the right- 
hand square in (4), obtaining commutative diagram (5). 
E --=--d,, 
ij 
i I 
tjk 
(LetjEa,,kEa,. 
Heredandef 1,fco.) (5) 
R ,-.L++p,j 
Now suppose d < e. Since tjk: S,, -+ Tlj, in effect, maps R ,/c + R ,/Pf, tjk 
cannot be one-to-one. Since the submodules of R,/q are totally ordered by 
inclusion, the unique minimal submodule s,, of SLk must be sent, by tjk, to 
zero. Hence the restriction of tjk shown in (5) is zero, so the same is true of 
ijk . Therefore the matrix L,of i satisfies L, [ad X a,] = 0 when d < e, as 
claimed in (iii). 
Next we obtain assertion (iv): U,[a, x a,] = L,[a, X a,], when d # 1, 
#co. Set d = e in (3) and (5). We want to show ujk = ijk. Now, diagram (6) 
commutes-ignore the “broken” map: B -+ i? for now-because the top and 
bottom rows each equal multiplication by pf-‘, by (4.2), (3). 
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(6) 
Setting the broken map = multiplication by Ijk makes the right-hand square 
of (6) commute, because of (5); hence it also makes the left-hand square of 
(6) commute. But by (3), multiplication by ujk: x-+ E is the unique map 
making the left-hand square of (6) commute. Hence ijk = Ujk as desired. 
Now we prove (v): det U, [a, x aoo], which we will abbreviate det uoo, 
can be lifted, via R, -+ E, to a unit of R i. Recall that U, is the matrix of the 
map u in (2), which, from now on, we will not distinguish from the matrix 
U,. In the proof of (ii) we showed that both t and u have the block upper 
triangular form shown in (7): 
t = [Cj,] = I 
* ----. 
0 
This triangular form of t and U, together with the fact that they are 
isomorphisms, shows that t, and U, are isomorphisms, as displayed in (8). 
It also follows, from (2) and the triangular form in (7), that the square in (8) 
commutes. 
(Exponent = Cartesian power.) 
The commutative triangle in (8) was built, coordinate by coordinate, using 
the hypothesis that elk and rrk are standard epimorphisms mapping the 
isomorphic modules Slk and T,k onto E, hence ulk and rlk are top equivalent 
(see Section 1: Standard Epimorphisms). 
Case 1. Suppose each S,, z R, , and can be identified with R, in such a 
way that alk equals the map v,: R, -W i? used to define R. 
Since v1 is a ring homomorphism, commutativity of the outer “square” of 
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(8) shows that det U, = v, det(pt,); and since p,r, is an automorphism of a 
free R ,-module, its determinant is a unit of R, . 
Case 2. Suppose S,, is any free R,-module. Again, we can identity S,, 
with RTw; but now @a,, becomes an arbitrary R ,-epimorphism: 
RF” -P-P R--, that is, (or,) followed by left multiplication by some invertible 
diagonal matrix X over R. 
By Case 1, det(X-‘u,X) is liftable to a unit of R,; and, of course, this 
= det u,. 
Case 3. Each S,, g an arbitrary ideal #O of R,. Then there is an ideal 
H, of R, such that S,, @ H, is free. Taking the direct sum of the “outer 
square” of (8) with (9), 
H,AR 
(o’ = any R ,-epimorphism) (9) 
we “make S,, free” while replacing det u, with det(u, @ 1) = det u,; so 
we can now quote Case 2 to finish the proof. 
Caution. The above proof of (v) used the hypotheses that S,, z TLk (and 
hence elk is top equivalent o rlk) in an essential way. The conclusion is false 
if we merely assume S, z TI. 
This completes the verification of conditions (i)-(vi); and similarly we 
verify (ii)‘-(v 
Next we show that if A, B, C, D are related to A’, B”, c, d by (i)-(iv)‘, 
then Q z a-. It suffices (since R is a field) to show that each one of the 
matrix operations (10) through (14)’ will produce a diagram B z a. 
(10) Simultaneously replace C- ’ and D- ’ by C- ’ W and D- ’ W, 
with W invertible. 
(10)’ Simultaneously replace A and B by AV and BP’, with V inver- 
tible. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
For some d # co, left multiply C-‘[rows ad] by an invertible 
matrix X, and simultaneously left multiply A[rows ad] by X. 
Left multiply C-‘(rows a,] by a matrix X such that det X is 
liftable to a unit of R, . 
Left multiply C- ’ by an elementary matrix Ejk[F] (= the 
matrix obtained from the identity matrix by replacing its (j, k)- 
entry with ?), where j E ad, k E ao, and d < e. 
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(14) Left multiply A by an elementary matrix Ei,JF], where j E ad, 
k E a,, and co # d > e. 
(1 l)‘-( 14)’ Similar operations, but using D-’ and B. 
To establish (lo)-(14)‘, it will be convenient o replace the summands S,, 
of S by more “concrete” versions of them, as follows. 
When d # 03, replace each S,, and Tlk, k E ad, by R,/Pf, and do this in 
such a way that the map ulk = tlk: Slk -+I becomes the “natural” 
homomorphism: r, +P;‘+v,(r,)ER, where v,:R,++E is the 
homomorphism used to define R. (Recall, from Section 1, (10): when d # 03, 
every epimorphism of Slk onto E is standard.) 
When d = co, consider each S,, to equal an ideal, ~0, of R, . 
To obtain (1 I), first consider d # 1 (and #co). In (l), set c-’ = U, C’ 
and A” = L, A, where U, and L, are obtained from identity matrices by 
setting U,[a,Xa,]=X=L,[a,Xa,]; and set 8-‘=D-’ andB=B. We 
have to produce automorphisms v, w, s, t which make the squares in (1) 
commute. (Note that, now, Si = Ti, and hence Si = pi.) 
Let U, w, s be identity maps. Let T be the R,-matrix obtained from the 
n x n identity matrix by lifting each entry of X to the corresponding entry of 
T[a, x ad] via vi: R i + E. T is invertible modulo fl (because T is invertible 
modulo P,) and therefore t = left multiplication by T: S, -t S, is an 
automorphism of S, . Thus, the square, in (l), containing C and C = CU;’ 
commutes. To obtain commutativity of the square in (1) containing A and 2, 
or, equivalently its factorization (4), it suffices to show that f in (4) is 
obtained by reducing all entries of T modulo P,. These entries are shown in 
(5), where the desired fact follows from elk(F) = F& + fl= ?,,(F), which 
one can verify by consulting (4.2), (3). 
When d = 1, the procedure is exactly the same, except hat we do not have 
to bother with L,. 
Next, we obtain (12). We will use the following easily proved fact: 
(15) Every invertible matrix X, over a field E, is a product of elementary 
matrices of the form Ejk[T], with j # k, and the elementary matrix 
E,, [f], where 2 = det X. 
Let “X” be the matrix obtained from the n x n identity matrix I by replacing 
I[a, X a,] by the matrix X given in (12). In diagram (l), set 
C = C(,‘X”)- ‘, A’ = A, B = B, d = D. Also set v, w, s equal to identity maps. 
We want to define t so that the square in (1) containing C and z( commutes. 
Because of (15), we can restrict our attention to the special cases “P = 
E,,[Z] and “X” =E,k[f]. By hypothesis, ff= v,(xi) for some unit x, of R,, 
so we can define an automorphism cof S, , in (l), to be multiplication by x, 
on s,, and the identity on all other coordinates. This makes the square 
containing C and c = C(E,,[f])-’ commute, and leaves all other squares 
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undisturbed. (Note: A and 2 are unaffected because their rows CL, equal 
zero.) 
Now let “X’ = Ejk[F], with j and k distinct elements of a,, and recall that 
Tij and Slk now equal ideals #O of R, . Let q1 be any element of 
TijS;’ - P, TljS;‘. Thus q1 belongs to the field of quotients of R,. There is 
a unique element J? of Z? such that (16) commutes, where the vertical arrows 
denote multiplication maps 
(16) 
Since ker u Ik = PISIL, our choice of q1 assures that jj# 0; and since K is a 
field, we have F = Fy, with Z E E, Let z, be any preimage of Z; in R , . 
After all this preparation, we set t = left multiplication by Ejk[zlql], in 
(1). Then tjk equals multiplication by zlql; so (16) shows that tjk indeed 
maps Slk --) Tlj (hence t is an automorphism of S,). 
To see that the square of (1) containing C and c = C(,‘X”)) ’ commutes, 
see the factorization (2) of this square. If we set u = left multiplication by 
“X = Ejk[r], then the second square of (2) commutes. The first square of 
(2) commutes because (16) commutes when q1 and ~7 are replaced by z1 q, 
and z, J = ,Yjr = F. Thus (12) is now proved. 
To prove (13), when e # co, choose a pre-image rl of F in R,, and let 
t = left multiplication by Ejk[rl]. Then the square containing C commutes; 
and the restriction of t to 3, is the identity map because, when e > d, any 
map 
S,,c=Rdf’t --% T,j= R,le 
restricts to the zero map of $,, = Z”-‘S,,, to plj= e-‘T,j. Therefore we 
can take A = A in (1). 
When e = co, modify the above argument by using a diagram similar to 
(16). 
To prove (14), again choose a pre-image r, of F in RI, and let t be 
multiplication by Ejk[rl]. Since e ( d, the image of rl in (17) is Sp, Tlj. So 
rl [= tjk in (3)] induces the zero map ujk: i?-+ R in (3). Thus in (2), u = I,, 
so the square of (1) containing C is not affected. The square containing A 
commutes, as one can see by computing its factorization (4) (where I = left 
multiplication by Ejk[F]). 
Operations (10) and (10)’ are obtained by taking w and v in (1) to be, 
respectively, left multiplication by W-’ and V-l. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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5. PRELIMINARY REDUCTION OF D 
Let A, B, C, D be the matrix 4-tuple of ‘3 with respect to {S,, U,}. By 
taking W = D in Theorem 4.5, we get: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. By means of the operations in Theorem 4.5, D can be 
reduced to I,. 
For convenience of reference we state the new “rules of operation.” 
PROPOSITION 5.2. A, B, C, I, can be transformed to 2, B, c, I,, by the 
operations in Theorem 4.5 if and only there exist matrix relations 
C-l = u, c-‘u;L, 
A= L,AV, B=L,BV 
satisfying conditions (i)-(vi)’ of Theorem 4.5. 
6. REDUCTION OF C AND D 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let A, B, C, D be the matrix 4-tuple of GS with respect 
to {S,, aij}. We say that C and D are in standard diagonal form (with 
respect to (S,, cij}) provided C = diag(2, ,..., .Q and D = diag(jj, ,..., Y,) 
with 
,fj= 1 whenever j 4 a,, 
and 
JTj= I- whenever j @ /?, . 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let A, B, C, D be the matrix 4-tuple of La with respect 
to {S,, aij). By means of the operations in Theorem 4.5, and a permutation 
of those S, with i = 1, C and D can be transformed to standard diagonal 
form. 
Proof: By Proposition 5.1 we can transform D to I,, . For the rest of this 
proof we will keep D = I,,. 
According to Proposition 5.2, we can replace C-’ by U,C-‘17;’ where 
U, is any matrix satisfying (1) below. 
(1) 
I 
U, is invertible; U,[/?,, x /I,] = 0 whenever e’ > e; and 
det U, [p, x /I,] is liftable to a unit of R, . 
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We note: The description of an arbitrary matrix of the form UT’ is obtained 
by replacing U, by UT’ in (1). The idea is that the inverse of a block upper 
triangular matrix is a block upper triangular matrix of the same “block 
form”; and U, is similar, by a simultaneous permutation of its rows and 
columns, to a block upper triangular matrix. Next, we show: 
(2) C-’ can be transformed (via U, C-‘UT’) to a matrix with exactly one 
nonzero entry in each row and column. 
Choose a nonzero entry X= (j, k)-entry of C-’ as follows. Let j E Q, 
with d as large as possible. [See (3).] A mong all nonzero entries in row j, 
choose 2 such that k E p,, with e as large as possible. 
k’ Epe, k E/Z 
c-l= i: /: 1 . . . . . . . . . . x... j E ad (d max). (3) 
Let J be any other entry of row j, as shown. We change jj to zero as follows. 
If e’ > e, then 7 = 0 by our choice of e. If e’ < e, right multiply C- ’ by the 
elementary matrix Ek,k[-y/f], an “allowable” U;’ by (1). Then use 
maximality of d, and analogous row operations U, to make 2 the only 
nonzero entry in column k. 
Now that .-Z is the only nonzero entry in its row and column, we can cross 
out that row and column, and use induction to complete the proof of (2). 
Next we note: 
(4) The effect of permuting those S, with i = 1 is to simultaneously 
perform the same permutation on the rows of C-’ and A. 
With C-i in the form (2), there is a unique permutation of its rows which 
transforms C-’ into a diagonal matrix. 
Finally, to put C’ into standard diagonal form: Whenever j @ a,, 
multiply C’[rowj] by the reciprocal r of th (j, j) entry of C-‘, thus 
changing this entry to 1. By Theorem 4.5 this is allowable, provided we also 
multiply A [row j] by 7. 
Remark. We have proved a bit more than was claimed: we have D = I,, . 
But this additional restriction on D will not survive some subsequent 
reductions of A, B, C, D. 
Before continuing our matrix reduction, we interpret Proposition 6.2 
module-theoretically: 
COROLLARY 6.3. Every separated R-module is a direct sum of basic 
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building blocks. Moreover, basic building blocks are always indecomposable 
R-modules. 
Proof: The matrix 4-tuple for any separated module is really the 2-tuple 
C, D because (E is zero, hence) A and B are empty. In fact, the 2-tuple 
corresponding to the basic building block Section 1, (12), with respect to 
(Si,ai} is C= [Xl, D = [J]. 
Since a direct sum of R-diagrams is again an R-diagram, we see that 
diagonal matrices C and D yield direct sums of basic building blocks. 
For the “indecomposability” assertion, we again use the fact that a direct 
sum of R-diagrams is an R-diagram: Since the term s= i?’ in every P-mixed 
R-diagram is nonzero (by Proposition 3.3), “n = 1” implies that a P-mixed 
R-diagram g is indecomposable, and hence so is its associated R-module 
M(Q) (by Corollary 2.3). 
DEFINITION. Suppose the matrices C and D of g, with respect to 
(S,, a,}, are diagonal matrices. We define 
#(d,e)=la,nD,I, 
that is, the number of induces j such that length S,j = d and SZj = e. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Given 8, the value of #(d, e) does not depend upon 
the matrizing choices {S,, oij} (provided that C and D are both diagonal 
matrices). 
Proof. Since A and B are unrelated to the conclusion, there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that A, B and 2, l? are empty. Suppose that C and D 
were computed with respect o {S,, oij}. Then, as in the proof of Corollary 
6.3, S = M(g) is a direct sum S = @J=, So’ of basic building blocks 
s”’ = {SY’ -H RCC sy’). 
Case 1. Every length Sy) is finite. Then S itself has finite length. Since 
every So’ is indecomposable, by Corollary 6.3, the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
applies to the direct sum @So’, giving uniqueness of each of its terms up to 
isomorphism. Then uniqueness of R-diagrams, Theorem 2.2, together with 
the fact that a direct sum of R-diagrams is again an R-diagram, yields 
uniqueness of every #(d, e). 
Case 2. Reduction to Case 1. Choose t large enough so that Pf-’ 
annihilates the Ri-torsion submodule of Si = oj Sy) (i = 1,2). Then it is 
easy to see, as in the proof of [L2, 2.11, that 
S”‘/P’S”’ g { 7y’ -++ Ret ly’}, 
where fljj z Sjj’ or R,/Pf according as length Sy’ is finite or infinite. 
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Thus a matrix 2-tuple of S/P’S can be obtained from that of S by merely 
changing the symbols a, and /I, to 01~ and PI, respectively; and the 
reduction to Case 1 is now complete. 
Remark. Instead of finding the remaining invariants contained in C, we 
now switch our attention to A and B. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let A, B, C, D, with C and D in standard diagonal 
form, be the matrix 4-tuple of 23 with respect to {S,, oij}. Matrices 2, B are 
such that A, B, C, D can be transformed to 2, 8, c, d for some c, 0” in 
standard diagonal form (by the operations of Theorem 4.5) if and only if 
there exist matrix relations 
(ii) x= L,AV, B= L,BV 
in which the following conditions (a) through (e), hold. 
(a) V, L 1, and L, are invertible. 
(b) L,[a, x a,] = 0 and L2[Pd x j?,] = 0 when d < e. 
(c), L,[(a,np,,)x &,np,)]=O when e’ > e. 
(c)~ L2[(ad,np,) x (atin&)]= when d’ > d. 
(4 L,KvV,) x WV,)1 =L,kdY,> x hdYP,)lfo~alld5 es 
(e), L1[a, x a,] = 0 when e # co. 
(e)* L2[pco x /3,] = 0 when e # o[). 
Proof. Suppose A, B, C, D can be transformed to 6, B, c, ij. Then, by 
Theorem 4.5, A, B, C,, Ln can be transformed to 2, B, C,, I,; where 
C;’ = C-ID and 2;;’ = CD. The standard diagonal form of C, D, c, and ij 
implies 
(1) C,and c, are diagonal matrices whose (j,j)-entry = 1 whenever 
jEa,n/?, with d+e#co. 
By Proposition 5.2 there exist matrix relations of the form (ii) above, 
together with a relation 
u, c;’ = C;‘u 2’ (2) 
Moreover, of conditions (a)-(e)*, all except (c)i, (c), , (d) are explicitly part 
of Theorem 4.5. 
To establish the remaining restrictions, first note: 
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[by Theorem 4.5(iv)] 
[by (211. (3) 
For (c), , note that U,[(a, np,,) x (ad f7ge)] is a submatrix of 
U,[/3,, x p,], which equals zero since e’ > e [by Theorem (4.5)(ii)‘]. 
To prove (d), when d t e # co, set e’ = e in (3). Then because of (l), (3) 
becomes L, [(ad f-v&) x (ad np,)] = U,[(a, nPe) x (ad nit-)] which, by 
Proposition 4.5.(iv)’ equals L, [ (ad np,) x (ad np,)] as claimed in (d). 
When d = co, A [rows ad] = 0; so left multiplying A [rows ad n/?,] by 
L,Ka,NC> x hdY4=>1 d oes not change them. Thus, in this case, (d) is no 
real restriction. Similar comments apply if e = co. 
The proof of (c), is similar to (c),; and this completes the proof that 
(a)--(e)? hold. 
Conversely, suppose 2, B can be obtained from A, B by the operations 
described in (ii) and (a)-(e)*. We show that, for some c and B in standard 
diagonal form, x, B, c, d can be obtained from A, B, C, D by the operations 
in Theorem 4.5. 
If we view operations (ii) as a group of transformations on A, B, then it 
will sufftce to produce a set of generators of this group of transformations 
which can be carried out by the operations in Theorem 4.5. We claim that 
operations W-l through W-3B below generate all operations (ii) on A, B. 
(W-l) Replace A and B by A I/ and BV, with V invertible. 
(W-2) Replace A and B by Ejk[f] A and Ejk[f] B, wherej E a,,np,; 
with d and e arbitrary (and f# 0 when j = k). 
(W-3A) Replace A by Ejk[F] A, where j E ad, A/?,, and k E a&“&, 
and either 
d,<d,#co; or d, = d, and e, > e,. 
(W-3B) Replace B by Ejk[~] B, where j E ad, n p,, and k E ad, n/?,* 
and either 
e,<e,#co; or e2 = e, and d, > d,. 
To see that these W-operations generate operations (ii) on A, B, we first 
observe that L, , as described in (b), (c), , and (e),, is similar, by the 
following simultaneous reordering of its rows and columns, to a block lower 
triangular matrix with respect o the blocks ad n/3,: 
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Rows and columns a, appear first, then a,, then ar,.... Within each ad 
use the following order: 
Last: a,, n/I, preceded by ad n p2 preceded ‘.a by ad n p, . 
An analogous permutation displays L, in block lower triangular form. 
Once we view L, and L,, as block lower triangular matrices, it is easy to 
see that W-l through W-3B generate operations (ii). 
Finally, we have to show that operations W-l through W-3B can actually 
be carried out by the operations in Theorem 4.5. 
The most interesting operation is W-3A, when d, = d, # co, and e2 > e’; 
say d = d2 = d, . Then we can replace A by Ejk[J] A provided we also replace 
C-’ by Ejk[f] C-‘. (Take L’ = U, = Ejk[f] in Theorem 4.5.) The “new” C-’ 
is no longer a diagonal matrix because its (j, k) entry is now jj = E%?~, where 
& denotes the (k, k) entry of the “old” C-‘, as in (4) below. 
.EP,,, kE Pe, (e, <ez) 
row j, .E wVe,, 
(4) 
row k, kEwVe2y 
We restore “new” C-’ to “old” C-’ by right multiplying it and D-’ by 
Ejk[S], for suitable f (take W = Ejk[j] in Theorem 4.5). This changes D-’ to 
a matrix, “new” D-‘, of the same form (4) above. Since e’ < e2, we can 
restore “old” D-’ by left multiplying “new” D-’ by U, = EJf] = block /I 
“upper triangular” (for suitable g while left multiplying Z3 by L, = I,. Thus 
we complete this operation W-3A. 
An operation which sometimes results in a changed D-’ is W-2, with the 
“left multiplier matrix” Ejj[r;l, j E ad npp and d # co. Here Theorem 4.5 
permits us to replace A by Ejj[r] A provided we also replace C-’ by 
Ejj[F] C’. We restore this “new” C-’ to “old” C-’ by right multiplying it 
and D-’ by Ejj[ l/r]. Thus the (j,j) entry Jj of “old” D-’ has been changed 
to y/f. 
Now, if e # co, Theorem 4.5 permits us to left multiply B and D-’ by 
L, = U, = Ejj[P], thus restoring “old” D-’ and completing operation W-2. 
On the other hand, suppose e = co. Then (unless r can be lifted to a unit 
of R2) Theorem 4.5 will not allow the left multiplication of “new” D-’ by 
E~~[F] which, in the previous paragraph, restored “old” D-‘. Thus D-’ has 
been altered, but (since j E p,) is still in standard diagonal form. However, 
since B[rows p,] = 0, we can replace B by EJ,[r;l B without changing it; and 
thus complete operation W-2 in this case, too. 
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The remaining cases of W-l through W-3B are either established 
similarly or are explicitly authorized in Theorem 4.5. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let A, B, C, D, with C and D in standard diagonalform, be 
the matrix 4-tuple of 9 with respect to (S,, oij}. Matrices K, B are such that 
A, B, C, D can be transformed to 6, B, c, 6, for some c, D in standard 
diagonal form (by the operations of Theorem 4.5) I$ and only if A, B can be 
transformed to A’, B by a ftnite number of uses of operations W-l and W-2 
above, together with W-3A and W-3B below. 
(W-3A) Replace A by Ejk[F]A, wherejEa,,nB,, and kEad2nBeZ 
and either 
co =d,#d,; ord,<d,#m; or d2 = d, and e, > e,. 
(W-3B) Replace by Ejk[F] B, where j E ad, n B,, and k E a,& n ,b,, 
and either 
a3 =e,#e,; or e2 < e, # 00; or e2 = e, and d, > d,. 
Proof. These facts were established in the preceding proof, except for the 
slight modifications at the end of W-3A and W-3B. For W-3A, note that, if 
k E a,, then Ejk[F] A = A because A [rows a,] = 0. 
7. CONVERSION FACTOR 
Let {S,, a,} and {T,, rij} be two sets of matrizing choices for C9. Thus 
far we have focused on the relation between the matrix 4-tuples of PZ when 
each S, z Tij. We now study the effect of dropping this restriction. 
DEFINITION 7.1. An R,-conversion factor kt: { Stj}m -+ {T,}, . The 
modules labeled S,, and TI, in (1) are each isomorphic to S, modulo its 
torsion submodule. Let t, be any R,-isomorphism; and let U, be the K- 
isomorphism which makes (1) commute: 
Then let k; = det urn; and define I?~ similarly, using S,, and T,,. 
(1) 
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In order to justify the notation ci: {S,}, + { Til}oo, which does not 
mention uij, rij, or t,, we note: 
LEMMA 1.2. Changing any of oij, rij, or t,, replaces f, by .Fi& where 
zi(ER) can be lifted to a unit of Ri. 
The proof is similar to the portion of the proof of Theorem 4.5 which 
follows diagram (8), and will be omitted. We note, however, that uij and rij 
must be standard epimorphisms, otherwise the lemma will be false. 
CONVERSION THEOREM 1.3. Let A, B, C, D be the matrix 4-tuple of Q 
with respect to {S,, oij}, and suppose 
C = diag(2, ,..., X,) and D = diag( Jr ,..., ~7~). 
Let {Tij, tii} also be matrizing choices for Q, with each length Stj = 
length Tij; and let Ei: {S,}, -+ { T,}, (i = 1, 2) be conversion factors. 
Let C’, D’ be obtained from C, D by replacing some Xj, j E a,, by iZj/k, 
and some jj,, jEB,, by Jj/&. Then the diagram g, obtained by using 
matrizing choices { T,j, rii} and matrices A, B, C’, D’ is z !?9. 
Proof: When length T, # co we can suppose S, = Tij and uij = rij. 
Form Diagram (1); then take the direct sum of this with appropriate maps to 
form “Square 1” in Diagram (2) below: 
j=l 
Balk :,R> ’ -n :tRn 
“Square 1” mGm L‘SquaTe 2” ’ (2) 
@TV 1 ‘I -n ++R > C” -n :,R 
Let C” be the n x n matrix, left multiplication by which makes “Square 2” 
commute. Then 
(,“)-I [rows ad] = I 24, C-l [rows ad] when d=a C- ’ [rows ad] when d#co (3) 
where, to conserve notation, we think of u, as a matrix as well as a map. 
Similarly, define D” using Sz and T2. Then A, B, C”, D” will be the 
matrix, with respect o { Ttj, rr,}, of an R-diagram r 5%. 
It now suffices to reduce A, B, C”, D” to A, B, C’, D’ using the operations 
of Theorem 4.5. To do this, write u, = EX where X is obtained from the 
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identity matrix by replacing an arbitrary “1” (say, its (j,j)-entry) by 
&,=detu,, and E is a matrix of determinant 1. Then 
(C”)-’ [rows a,] = EXC-‘[rows a,] = E(C’)-’ [rows a,] (4) 
and an analogous expression (4)’ holds for (D”)‘. 
To complete the proof we just left multiply (C”)’ [rows a,] by E-i, 
which Theorem 4.5 allows because det E = 1 [and then do the analogous left 
multiplication in (4)‘]. 
8. MATRICES WITH WEIGHTED Rows 
In order to reduce A and B to canonical form, we require a slight variation 
of some results of Nazarova and Roiter [6]. We begin with some definitions. 
A twice ordered set W is a set in which two total order relations, written 
>(u and >c21, have been defined. 
A (row-)weighted (n X q matrix) pair [A, B, c] means an n X (2q + 1) 
matrix, where A and B are n x q matrices over the field i?, and c is an n X 1 
matrix [c,, c2 ,..., c,]” with entries in some twice ordered set. We will call Ci 
the weight of row i of A and of B. 
A weighted pair will be called W-equivalent to [A, B, c] if it can be 
obtained from [A, B, c] by a finite number of uses of the following W- 
operations. 
(W-l) Replace A and B by AV and BV, where V is any invertible 
matrix (over E). 
(W-2) Simultaneously left multiply A[rows ci] and B[rows cj] by any 
invertible matrix. Here j can be arbitrary; and A[rows Cj] denotes the 
submatrix of A formed by all rows whose weight equals cj. 
(W-3A) Replace A[rowj] by FA[row k] + A[rowj], where ck >(,) cj 
(and FE E). (To remember which way this goes, think of the inequality 
symbol as an arrowhed indicating that “k alters j.“) Here B is not affected. 
(W-3B) Replace B[row j] by FB[row k] + B[row j] where ck >(2J cj 
(and FE E). 
(W-4) Permute the rows of [A, B, c]. 
Note that, in W-4, the rows are permuted together with their weights. The 
purpose of this is to permit us to display the canonical form of [A, B, c] 
more pictorially than would be possible without W-4. 
Nazarova and Roiter use only a single order relation in [6] because, in 
their situation, >(,) turns out to be the ordering opposite to > (2,. 
The (external) direct sum [D, E, f] i [T, 17, v] is defined to be the 
weighted pair (1) below. 
481i71/1-7 
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(1) Direct Sum (2) T and U empty n X 0 matrices; v 
an n X 1 matrix 
We will allow the possibility that T and U be empty n x 0 matrices in which 
case the direct sum takes the form (2) above. 
[A, B, e] is called nontrivial if c has at least one entry and either A or B is 
nonzero; and is called W-indecomposable if it is nontrivial and cannot be 
transformed, by W-operations, into a direct sum of nontrivial weighted pairs 
(possibly) supplemented by columns of zeros, as in (3). 
[X:0, YiO, w] is [X, Y, w] supplemented by columns of zeros. (3) 
Note that, according to these definitions, [0, 0, wr] is the W-indecomposable 
matrix [0,0, wr] supplemented by columns of zeros. 
The following three theorems give a “canonical form” for weighted pairs 
under W-equivalence. 
THEOREM 8.1. (i) Every nontrivial weighted pair [A, B, c] can be 
transformed, by W-operations, into a direct sum ii”=, [Di, Ei, f(i)] of W- 
indecomposable weighted pairs supplemented by columns of zeros. 
(ii) The indecomposable summands [Di, Ei, f(i)] are uniquely deter- 
mined, up to W-equivalence and the order in which they occur. (Conse- 
quently, the number of supplementary columns of zeros is also unique.) 
We will call a finite sequence nonrepeated if it cannot be obtained by 
merely writing a shorter sequence two or more times. Thus, 1, 2, 1, 2 is 
“repeated,‘: while 1, 2, 1, 2, 3 is nonrepeated. 
THEOREM 8.2. Block cycle pairs and deleted cycle pairs (defined below) 
are W-indecomposable; and every W-indecomposable weighted pair is W- 
equivalent to one of them. 
A block cycle pair means a weighted pair [A, B, c] in which A has the 
0 A, 
Al 0 
4 0 
A= A3 0 
* . 
A f-l 0 
form (4) below and B = I,, 
I 
} Rows of weight w(‘) 
} Rows of weight w(l) 
} Rows of weight w(*) 
} Rows of weight wC3) (4) 
} Row of weight w(‘- ‘) 
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(a) each Ai is r x r and invertible; 
(b) the sequence of “block weights” wt’),..., w(‘) is nonrepeated; and 
(c) the product X = A,A,-, . . . A,A , is similar to the companion 
matrix of some power g(x)’ of an irreducible polynomial g(x) + x (over E). 
A deleted cycle pair means a weighted pair [A, B, c] of the form 
(4 A= B=I,= 
Cl 
c= ; [ 1 (n> 1) cn 
0 I--l: Z II-1 i, 
Lo -** 0 1  7 
or a pair which can be obtained from (a) by deleting: 
(b) The first row of A, B, and c (if 12 > 2); or 
(c) The last column of A and B; or 
(d) The first row of A, B, and c; and the last column of A and B (if 
n > 2). 
Note that we include the special case [A, B, c] = [O, 0, c,], obtained by 
taking n = 1 in (a), and then deleting the last column of A and B. 
Note that a block cycle pair (in which both A and B are nonsingular) can 
never be W-equivalent o a deleted cycle pair. The latter get their name from 
the fact that if A had an additional 1, it would become a permutation matrix 
whose associated permutation is a cycle. 
THEOREM 8.3. (i) Two block cycle pairs of the same size are W- 
equivalent o Theitr sequences of “block” weights { wcn} have the same cyclic 
order and their “product matrices” X are similar. 
(ii) Two deleted cycle matrices of the same size are W-equivalent o 
They are of the same type: (a), (b), (c), or (d), and their columns of weights 
are equal. 
These results can be proved by the same method sketched in [6]. The 
statement given here corrects a minor error in [6] by inserting the 
“nonrepeated” condition (b) into the definition of a block cycle pair. I have 
been told that Nazarova and Roiter have also corrected this error in [7]. 
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9. INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES; LOCALIZATION 
Let A, B, C, D be the matrix 4-tuple of a P-mixed R-diagram @ with 
respect o matrizing choices (S,, aij} (see Corollary 3.2 and Section 4). By 
Proposition 6.2, {S,, aii} can be chosen such that C and D are in standard 
diagonal form, that is, diagonal matrices such that 
(j,j) entry of C = r whenever j & 01,) 
(j,j) entry of D = r whenever j 4: j?, . 
DEFINITION 9.1. When C and D are in this form, we define the weighted 
pair [A, B, c] of @ with respect to {S,, a,,} to be the n x (2q + 1) matrix 
whose jth row is 
[A[rowj], B[rowj], (4 e)], where jE adn/?,, 
and we write cj = (d, e) = the weight of row j. 
In order to apply the results of Nazarova and Roiter quoted in Section 8, 
we let W be the set of all ordered pairs (d, e), where d and e are positive 
integers or co; and we make W into a “twice ordered set” by defining the 
following two modified lexicographic orders: 
or 
d,=d, and e,>e,, 
03 =e2#e, 
or 
Cd,, es> h2) VI3 4 - j 
e,<e,fm 
I or 
1, e, = e, and d, > d, . 
Using these definitions, we can now speak of W-equivalence of weighted 
pairs [A, B, c], as defined in Section 8. 
LEMMA 9.2. (i) The weighted pairs of g, with respect to any two 
matrizing choices which produce weighted pairs, are W-equivalent. 
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(ii) Let Q weightedpair [A, B, c] be W-equivalent to [A’, B’, c’], with 
c = c’. If [A, B, c] is the weighted pair of C8 with respect to {S,j, olj}, then 
[A’, B’, c’] is the weighted pair of g with respect to some {T,, tij} such that 
each S, 2 Tij. 
(iii) Let [A, B, c] b the weighted pair of g with respect to {S,, oij}. 
Let y be any permutation of { l,..., n}, and let [A’, B’;c’] be the weightedpair 
whose jth row is row r(j) of [A, B, c]. Then [A’, B’, c’] is the weighted pair 
of g with respect to some {S;, o;} such that each S, E Sj,$, . 
Proof: First we prove (iii). Let A, B, C, D be a matrix 4-tuple (with C 
and D in standard diagonal form) which produces [A, B, c]. Replacing each 
sl, and olj by S~+U) and ol+~) affects A and C-’ by replacing rowj of each 
by row y(j); that is, it replaces A and CT1 by A’ = QA and QC- ‘, for some 
permutation matrix Q. Similarly, replacing S, and 62j by S2,tici) and u,,~) 
replaces B and D-’ by B’ = QB and QD-l. 
Unfortunately, QC-’ and QD-’ are no longer in diagonal form. But 
(C’)-’ = QC-‘Q-l and (D’)-’ = QD-lQ-’ are in diagonal form (in fact, in 
standard diagonal form); and, by Theorem 4.5, A’, B’, C’, D’ is a matrix 4- 
tuple of G9 with respect o {S;,,,, , z~,,~,} for some S;,,, E Si,*, . This proves 
(iii). 
Now we prove (i). Suppose A, B, C, D and A’, B’, C’, D’, respectively, 
produce [A, B, c] and [A’, B’, c’] with respect o matrizing choices {S,, aij} 
and {T,, tij} for g. By Proposition 6.4, there is a permutation y of {l,..., n} 
such that length Si,tij = length Ti,j for every i andj. 
By (iii) above, we can assume-after permuting the S, and the rows of 
[A, B, c], and choosing a new C and D- that c = c’ and length 
S, = length Tij for every i and j. This implies that S, z T, whenever length 
S, is finite. By the Conversion Theorem 7.3, we can suppose (after 
multiplying entries of C and D by suitable conversion factors) that S, E T, 
when length S, is infinite. 
By Lemma 6.6, [A, B, c] is now W-equivalent to [A’, B’, c]. 
Now we prove (ii). In the sequence of W-operations which transforms 
[A, B, c] to [A’, B’, c’], we can suppose that all permutations of the rows of 
the whole matrix [A, B, c] come at the beginning. We can combine these into 
a single permutation y of { 1, 2,..., n}. Using this permutation in (iii), above, 
allows us to assume, now, that c = c’. Thus we are now in the situation that 
[A, B, c] can be transformed to [A’, B’, c] by a sequence of W-operations not 
involving W-4. 
The desired conclusion is now part of Lemma 6.6. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let [A, B, c] be a weighted pair of a. Then @ is 
indecomposable o [A, B, c] is W-indecomposable. 
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Proof. Let A, B, C, D, with C and D in standard diagonal form, be a 
matrix 4-tuple of g with respect o {S,, uij} which yields [A, B, c]. 
(a) Any decomposition of the form: [A, B, c] euqals [A”, B”, c”] i 
[A”‘, B”‘, c”‘] yields a d irect sum decomposition of the entire 4-tuple A, B, C, 
D, since C and D are diagonal matrices; and hence it yields a decomposition 
z9 = W’ @ 9”. 
Suppose, more generally, [A, B, c] is only W-equivalent to such a direct 
sum. Then (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 9.2 give new matrizing choices { Tij, tij} 
with respect o which the weighted pair equals [A”, B”, c”] $ [A”‘, B”‘, c”‘], 
thus achieving a reduction to the previous case. 
(t) Here we wish to show that any decomposition 5? = a” @ g”’ 
yields a corresponding decomposition of [A, B, c]. If we make matrizing 
choices for g” and g”‘, then we will get the weighted pair [A”, B”, c”] i 
[A”‘, B”‘, c”‘] of g = g” @ 5J”’ with respect o the union of these choices. 
By (i) of Lemma 9.2, [A, B, c] is W-equivalent to this direct sum of weighted 
pairs, as desired. 
We now put together the pieces of the proof of: 
FIRST MAIN THEOREM 9.4. The indecomposable, finitely generated, P- 
mixed R-modules are deleted cycle indecomposables (including basic building 
blocks) and block cycle indecomposables. 
Proof: Let &f be finitely generated and P-mixed. By Theorem 2.2 and 
Corollary 3.2, Mr M(g) for some P-mixed R-diagram g. Make matrizing 
choices {S,, oij} (Section 4) which produce a matrix 4-tuple A, B, C, D with 
C and D in standard diagonal form (Definition 6.1), and hence yield a 
weighted pair [A, B, c], as in Definition 9.1. 
Now: RM is indecomposable u a is indecomposable (by Corollary 2.3) 
o [A, B, c] is W-indecomposable (by Lemma 9.3) o [A, B, c] is a deleted 
cycle pair or a block cycle pair (by Theorem 8.2). 
Thus all that remains is to “write out” M(g) in these two cases. 
First let [A, B, c] be a deleted cycle pair. Four types of deleted cycle pairs 
are defined in Section 8, right after Theorem 8.2. Since A and B are n X q of 
rank q (by Proposition 4.4), neither of them can have any columns of zeros; 
hence [A, B, c] must be a deleted cycle pair of type (c), as shown in (1) 
below. 
A= 3 B= 
nxcn-1) 
(4 9 4 
c= 
(d,,i e,) 
1 Z n-1 0 . . . 0 I 7 nxcn-I) (1) 
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Since A [rows a,] = 0 when d = 1 or co, and B[rows /I,] = 0 for e = 1 or co, 
by Proposition 4.4, the form of (1) implies 
djZ 1, #a except possibly if j = 1, 
ej# 1, #Co except possibly if j = II. (2) 
Hence the standard diagonal form of C, D implies 
c = diag(l, 1, I,..., 7) and D = diag(i, i ,..., i,p). (3) 
Since A and B are n x (n - 1) matrices, @ takes the form 
fl -II f2 S,-R v-2 
g:\ /d 
p-1 
(4) 
Now, M(g) = S/r@“-‘) where S = (S, + i?” U- S,}. The diagonal form of 
C and D implies [see (4.2)] that S is the direct sum of the basic building 
blocks shown in (5) (ignore the dotted lines for the moment). 
{S,,~F&Si,} is,,~R++y,,J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..,... 
-+I’ = (+a qp’ = . . . 
{S,, Oln iP a S,,}. (5) 
(n) . . . =a 
Let e, = column j of I,- r. Then @‘- ‘) is generated by the elements 
(au+‘)+ 0 t b”‘) where a”+‘) = nr(e,) and Zr”’ = rr2(e,). Here we have 
chosen the superscripts to emphasize that, by (l), uo+‘) E Sr,o+r) and 
b”’ E S2j. Once we actually make the identification aCit ‘) = A”‘, as shown 
in (5), we get the deleted cycle indecomposable in Section 1, (13). (When A 
and B are the empty 1 x 0 matrices, we get a basic building block, thus 
reproving Corollary 6.3.) 
We complete the discussion of (5) by observing that, in the language of 
Section 1, the jth basic building block S”’ = {Sri-++ I?+t- S,} in (5) has a 
“right F’ whenever j # 1 and a “left F’ whenever j # n because of (2). 
Finally, let [A, B, c] be a block cycle pair. By Theorem 8.3 we can choose 
the subblocks A, of A such that A 1 = . . . = AL-r = I,. and At = the companion 
matrix of g(x)’ = tiO + 6, x + . . . +~r~,x’-‘+x’#x, as in (6) below. 
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0 iA, 
:. .. 
z, ; 
j 1, j 
; z; .;. o 
i nxn 
(6) 
(rt = n). 
L /-cl] rxr 
Then an argument similar to the one given for deleted cycle pairs shows that 
A4 is the block cycle indecomposable indicated schematically in (7), below. 
Here each S”’ is amalgamated with the one which follows it, as in (5); and 
P) is 
SC’) s r+l) #2r+lf ... prtl) $2' $rtz) ... $3' ... s(n) (7) 
.: :: : : :: . : * : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :.... . . . : 
. . . 
a0 a1 a2 
amalgamated with its predecessors via A(“) = 5 a”’ + 5, a”’ + ... + 0 
a”‘. Here, as in (5) above, b’@ = rr2(ek) and atk) = z,(e,J. Except for a 
zha:ge of notation, this is the same M as in Section 1, (17). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We postpone the proof of the uniqueness properties of these indecom- 
posables to Remarks 10.4. 
To clarify the exact amount of information about M(g) contained in 
[A, B, c], we prove the following theorem which, when RI and R, are local, 
becomes one of the main results of [6]. 
THEOREM 9.5. Let [A, B, c] and [A’, B’, cl] be weighted pairs of 23 and 
g’, respectively, not necessarily with respect to the same matrizing choices. 
Then 
[A, B, c] is W-equivalent to [A’, B’, c’] 
0 wv)lP = w(~‘>lP (as R,-modules). 
Furthermore, the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for finitely generated R,- 
modules; and if R = ZG or the p-pullback of Z @ Z, then MP = M,, for every 
R-module M. 
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Proof. Suppose, first, that R, and R, are local, hence discrete rank 1 
valuation rings. Then R = R, and M(g) = [M(g)lp. Since M(g) z 
M(@‘) e g E g’ (by Theorem 2.2), the first assertion of the theorem is 
equivalent o 
[A, B, c] W-equivalent [A’, B’, c’] o G3 z ~9’ 
The implication (0 is then Lemma 9.2(i). 
(when R = Rp). (1) 
(>) After suitably permuting the rows of [A, B, c] we can assume 
c = c’. Then, by Lemma 9.2(ii), we have matrix 4-tuples as in (2) and (3), 
with both C, D and C’, D’ in standard diagonal form. 
A,B,C,Dofg with respect o {S,, aij} (2) 
A’, B’, C’, D’ of g’ with respect o {S;, cr;} (3) 
and every length S; = length S,, hence (since each Ri is local) S; z S,. 
So it suffices to show that we can transform A, B, C, D to A’, B’, C’, D’ 
by the operations in Theorem 4.5. (Note: Obtaining the final isomorphism 
g z g’, once we get (A, B, C, D) = (A’, B’, C’, D’), will make use of the fact 
that the standard epimorphisms cij and ajj become top equivalent when 
s, E s; .) 
Now, since [A, B, c] is W-equivalent to [A’, B’, c’] and c = c’, there exist 
W-operations of the forms W-l through W-3B which transform [A, B, c] to 
[A’, B’, c]. Therefore, by Lemma 6.6, A, B, C, D can be transformed to A’, 
B’, C”, D” by the operations in Theorem 4.5, for suitable C” and D” in 
standard diagonal form. Thus, in (2) and (3), we now have A = A’ and 
B = B’; so it now suffices to establish (4) below. 
When R, and R, are local, any 4-tuple (2), with C and D, in standard 
(4) diagonal form, can be transformed to A, B, I,, I, by the operations in 
Theorem 4.5. 
Since R, is local, every nonzero element of R is liftable to a unit of R,. 
Hence Theorem 4.5 allows us to multiply C-‘[rows a,] by arbitrary 
nonzero elements of R (thereby changing C-’ to I,); and, since 
A[rows a,] = 0, by Theorem 4.4, we can do this without changing A. 
Similarly we tranform D to I,. 
Reduction to the local case. First note that we can make the iden- 
tification 
WP, - 
RP = NRl)PI -R - (R&}. 
Given a P-mixed R-diagram g, as in (6), we define %$, to be the “P- 
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localized” diagram obtained by replacing each S, by (S,)pI and fi by V;:),!* 
Of course, the x-vector spaces and the R-linear maps xi are their own 
localizations. 
fi -n f2 S,----uR H-----Ssz 
(6) 
The reduction to the local case is then completed by (7) and (8) below, 
whose straightforward verification we omit. 
(7) gp is an P,-diagram, and M(gp) r [M(G)lp. 
If A, B, C, D is the matrix 4-tuple of ka with respect o {S,, a,}, then 
(8) A, B, C, D is also the 4-tuple of gp with respect o the “P-localization” 
of {S,, Oij}. 
The Krull-Schmidt theorem for R,-modules now follows from the 
corresponding theorem for weighted pairs, Theorem 8.1. 
Finally, the supplementary statement follows from the fact that, for 
R = ZG or the p-pullback of Z @ Z, the only prime ideal of R containing 
p . 1, = (p,p) is P. 
COROLLARY 9.6. For a finitely generated, P-mixed R-module M, 
M is indecomposable o Mp is indecomposable. 
Proof. Let [A, B, c] be a weighted pair of g, where M = M(g). Then, 
by the preceding proof, [A, B, c] is also a weighted pair of G,,, and 
Mp = M(q). 
Now, M is indecomposable o g is indecomposable (by Corollary 2.3) o 
[A, B, c] is IV-indecomposable (by Lemma 9.3). Applying this again, for Mp 
instead of M, we obtain the corollary. 
10. GLOBAL INVARIANTS; DIRECT SUMS 
GLOBAL INVARIANTS 10.1. Let RM = M(g), where g is a P-mixed R- 
diagram [see (2.1) and Corollary 3.21, and let {S,, aij} be matrizing choices 
for 9. Recall that 
{S,}, means{Si, 1length S, = co}. 
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We define the Ri-ideal class of M by setting 
R,-isomorphism class of @ (S, / length S, = 00 } 
cl,(M) = if the product is no;empty; 
0 otherwise. 
Since the isomorphism class of a is determined by that of M (by Theorem 
2.2), the theory of modules over a Dedekind domain tells us that this ideal 
class is an invariant of the R-isomorphism class of M. 
Next we define the units class P(M), when M has no direct summands of 
finite length. By the theory of modules over a Dedekind domain, we can 
make matrizing choices {S,, crij} for 99 such that condition (l), below, 
holds. 
If cl,(M) # 0, then some S,j E cl,(M), and every other S,, of infinite 
(1) length is z R,; and if cl,(M) # 0 an analogous condition holds for 
~s2jlm* 
Let A, B, C, D be the matrix 4-tuple of g with respect o {S,, a,}, and let 
A *cc = A [rows) such thatj & a,] 
B 
(2) 
#Cl2 = B[rowsj such thatj 6Z p,] 
(which, incidently, we will call theflnite rows of A and B). Recall that, for 
0 # FE R, we write Z?(F) for the canonical image of F in the group sil/ defined 
in Section 1 (11). We define the units class of M by 
P(M) = %[(det A,,)(det B,,)-’ (det C)(det D)-‘1 
if A Zm and B,, are invertible 
= 0 c‘empty”) otherwise. 
(3) 
It is immediate that none of the operations of Theorem 4.5 change the value 
of (3). Therefore M(M) is an invariant of the isomorphism class of 9, hence 
of that of M. Caution: this is false without the restriction in condition (1). 
Arbitrary M (which may contain summands of finite length). To deal with 
this case, write M = F @ M’, where F has finite length and M’ has no direct 
summands of finite length. Then note that this determines M’ up to 
isomorphism, because of (4) below (which is what most proofs of the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem actually show). 
Let X, M, and N be modules over any ring, with X indecomposable of 
(4) finite length (more generally, any module whose endomorphism ring is 
local). Then 
X@MzX@NaMgN. 
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SECOND MAIN THEOREM 10.2. Let M and N be finitely generated P- 
mixed R-modules, without summands offinite length, such that: 
(i) MpgNNp; 
(ii) cl,(M) = cli(N) (i = 1, 2); and 
(iii) g(M) = g(N). 
Then M z N. 
Remark. We remind the reader that, when R = ZG, % = {l} (see 
Remarks 1.5), so invariant (iii) can be ignored; and so can invariant (ii), 
when i = 1. On the other hand, when R is the p-pullback of Z @ Z, then (ii) 
can be ignored, but (iii) cannot. 
Proof of the Theorem. We can suppose that M = M(g) and N = N(B). 
Then make matrizing choies {S,, oij} for g and {Tij, rU} for B which 
produce weighted pairs [A, B, c] and [A’, B’, c’], respectively (see Definition 
9.1). 
By Lemma 9.2(ii, iii), we can replace [A, B, c] by any weighted pair W- 
isomorphic to it, provided we suitably alter the S, and crij. So, we can 
suppose that [A, B, c] is a direct sum (1) of deleted cycle pairs and block 
cycle pairs (by Theorem 8.2). The significance of the “no direct summands 
of finite length” hypothesis is that only deleted cycle pairs occur. (It is clear 
that the general block cycle indecomposable in Section 1, (16) has finite 
length.) Hence 
(Vm) the tirst row of A 
[‘,B,cI = ’ [A~~Bttt~c(m)l /last row ofB is inGni;“e 
or the 
(1) 
m=l m 
By the hypothesis Mp E NP and Lemma 9.2(i), [A’, B’, c’] must be W- 
equivalent o [A, B, c]. Therefore, by Lemma 9.2(ii, iii), we can suitably alter 
(T,, tij} to achieve [A, B, c] = [A’, B’, c’]. This implies that, now, 
length S, = length Tij for all i andj. (2) 
Let A, B, C, D and A, B, C’, D’ be matrix 4-tuples, with C, D and C’, D’ 
in standard diagonal form, which produce the weighted pair [A, B, c] with 
respect o {S,, oij} and (T,, rij}, respectively. 
By (2), S, z Tij whenever length S, is finite. By the Conversion Theorem 
7.3, we can arrange that {S,,}, and {S,,}, satisfy condition (1) of 10.1; and 
the hypothesis cl,(M) = cl,(N), together with another use of the Conversion 
Theorem, allows us to arrange that S, E T, whenever S,, has irlfinite length. 
The changes in this paragraph may alte,r C, D and C’, D’, but they remain in 
standard diagonal form. 
Now that every S,r T,, it will suffice to show that A, B, C, D can be 
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transformed to A, B, C’, D’ by the operations in Theorem 4.5. (Note that 
this statement uses the fact that the standard epimorphisms Uij: S, + Z? and 
rij: Tij-+ R are top equivalent.) We consider two cases. 
Case 1. g’(M) = co = P(N). Here we complete the proof by reducing A, 
B, C, D to A, B, I,, I, (and doing the same for A, B, C’, D’.) 
Recall that [A, B, c] is the direct sum of deleted cycle pairs [A,, B, , 
c(m)], each of which has the form illustrated in (1) and (2) in the proof of 
Theorem 9.4. The hypothesis of Case 1 can therefore be restated: Either 
A +m or Bern has a row of zeros. For definiteness, we suppose that some row 
of (A ,>+m is zero, hence the first row of A, ispnite, that is, 1 E ad for some 
finite d. 
C can be transformed to Z, by applying the Sliding Lemma (below) 
repeatedly; and this transformation leaves A and B unchanged. The resulting 
diagonal form of D is described as follows: 
The (j,j) entry Di, of D equals i except possibly 
if B [row j] is the last row of some B,. (3) 
If j E p, with e # co, then Theorem 4.5 allows us to multiply D[rowj] by 
l/Djj (thereby changing Djj in (3) to 1) while simultaneously multiplying 
B[rowj] by l/D,, (which does not change anything because B[rowj] = 0). 
Finally we must deal with D[rowsB,]. Note that, since A,[row l] is 
finite, (1) requires that the last row of B, , call it row k, be infinite. Theorem 
4.5 allows us to left multiply D-‘[rows /I,] by a matrix of determinant 1 
which changes all of its nonzero entries except Ok;;” to 1. 
Finally, the Sliding Lemma allows us to change Diz to 1 at the price of 
getting C,’ # i. But since A[row 1 ] = 0 is a finite row, Theorem 4.5 allows 
us to simultaneously multiply C-r [row I] and A [row I] by C,, , thereby 
completing Case 1. 
Case 2. P(M) = P(N) # 0. This is similar to Case 1 except that now 
the first row of every A,,, and the last row of every B, is infinite. 
In brief: Use the Sliding Lemma to get D = I,. Then left multiply 
C-‘[rows a,] by the matrix of determinant i which changes every entry 
C,’ except possibly C;r’ to i. If Ui E Z? is liftable to a unit of Ri, then 
Theorem 4.5 allows us to multiply C-‘[row l] by z?;’ and 
D-‘[last row ofB,] by 8,. One final application of the Sliding Lemma then 
makes the (1, 1) entry of C equal to u, C, r U;; that is, equal to an arbitrary 
element of the units class of C,, which, by now equals P(M). 
Since P(M) = P(N) we can now do the same with C’ and D’, thus 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
SLIDING LEMMA 10.3. Let A, B, C, D be as in (1) and (3) in the proof of 
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Theorem 9.4. Then, by the operations of Theorem 4.5, R and J can be 
replaced by fjj-’ and i, respectively (alternatively, by i and X-l?), without 
making any other changes in A, B, C, D. 
Proof: Perform the following operations of Theorem 4.5: multiply 
C-‘[co1 I] and D-‘[co1 l] by X; then D-‘[row l] and B[row l] by X-‘, 
remembering that e, # co ; then B [co1 1 ] and A [co1 1 ] by X, then A [row 21 
and C-‘[row 21 by Z-‘, remembering that d, # 00. 
The effect of this is to “slide” the (1, 1) entry X-’ of C’ to the (2,2) 
position. After thus sliding 2-l to the (n, n) position of C-‘, multiply 
column n of C-’ and D-’ by zi. This changes C-’ to I,, while replacing the 
(n, n) entry y-i of D-’ by 29-l, as claimed. 
Remarks 10.4. (Uniqueness properties of indecomposables.) To obtain 
the uniqueness properties of deleted cycle indecomposables M (including 
basic building blocks) claimed in Proposition 1.4 and Theorems 1.7 and 1.8, 
first write them in the matrix form described in the proof of Theorem 9.4. 
Then Theorem 10.2 yields the following complete set of invariants: 
Mp yields the W-equivalence class of [A, B, c] (by Theorem 9.5) hence 
uniqueness (by Theorem 8.3) of the isomorphism class of every S, of finite 
length, and of all the necessary identifications of the various R’s. 
cl,(M) yields uniqueness of S,, and S,, when they have infinite length. 
P(M) = P(,TJ-‘) when g(M) # 0. 
DIRECT SUM THEOREM 10.5. For finitely generated, P-mixed R-modules 
M and X, neither having direct summands offtnite length: 
(i) cli(M @ X) = cl,(M) cli(X) (i = 1, 2); and 
(ii) %(M@ X) = g(M) g(X) %(I;>, where g(k) is a function of 
cl,(M) and cli(.X) (i = 1, 2), and equals 1 if, for i = 1 and i = 2, 
cl,(M) = cl,(R). 
Interpretation conventions. For (i) above: Multiply by an empty ideal 
class as though it equaled cli(Ri). In (ii), however, multiply by an empty 
units class as though it equaled zero, that is, 0 . U(X) . U(E) = 0. 
Proof. We begin by stating what E is. Take ideals Hi E cl,(M) and 
K, E cl,(X) (if these classes are nonempty); and set E= k,/kz where & is a 
“conversion factor” (see Definition 7.1) 
Ei: {H,, Ki} -+ {HiKi, Ri} (= 1 if either class =pI). 
We note that, for any m, E, is also a conversion factor 
&: {Hi, Ki, Ry} -+ HiKi, Rj”+‘}. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Now, as usual, we let M= M(g) and X= M(8). Property (i) follows 
immediately from the theory of modules over Dedekind domains, together 
with the fact that the isomorphism classes of M and X determine those of 5~ 
and 8. 
For (ii), let A, B, C, D and A’, B’, C’, D’, with C, D and C’, D’ in 
standard diagonal form be the 4-tuples of @ and 8, respectively, with respect 
to {S,, Uij} and {rij, rij). 
We adopt the temporary notation V(A, ea.) = the right-hand side of 
10.1(3). Now, it is clear that 
V(A i A’, **a)= V(A, ***) V(A’, -*a). (3) 
Also, we can choose {S,, a,} such that all but (possibly) one element of 
{S,,}, is ti, and all but one element of (S,j}, is zR,, as required in 
lO.l( 1). If we make a similar selection for (Tu}, then the right-hand side of 
(3) equals p(M) g(X). 
However, the left-hand side of (3) may not equal %(M @ N) because, for 
i = 1 or 2, more than one element of IS,,}, U { Tij}m may be z&R*, in 
violation of condition 10.1(l). The Conversion Theorem 7.3 allows us to 
replace Ptjl,U ITi./}, with new matrizing choice {U,}, for a @ 8’ of the 
form lO.l( 1) provided we divide some diagonal entry of C 4 C’ by a 
conversion factor E,: {S,,}a, U {T,j}m + {U,j},, that is, by the E, in (2) 
above; and some entry of D i D’ by a similar factor &, thereby multiplying 
the left-hand side of (3) by @@J&J. Multiplying the right side, also, by 
g&/E,) then gives assertion (ii). 
Remarks 10.6. When R = ZG or the ppullback of Z@ Z, Theorem 
10.5 takes particularly complete forms. 
R = ZG. Here 8 and cl, are trivial, so the theorem states that M @ X is 
completely described by M, @ X, together with the product of the ideal 
classes, in R, = Z[[], of M and X. 
R =p-pullback. Here both ideal classes are trivial, so the conversion 
factor c can always be taken equal to i. Therefore M@X is completely 
described by Mp OX, together with %(M@X) = g’(M) p(X). (But 
remember: 0 . p(X) = 0.) 
We close this section with an application of the Direct Sum Theorem. In 
(iii), @(Ri) denotes the ideal class group of Ri. 
COROLLARY 10.7. For Jnitely generated, P-mixed R-modules M and N, 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) MpzNNp, 
(ii) M @ HE N @ K for some projective modules H and K of rank 1, 
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(iii) [IfQ(R,) X Q(R,) and P are finite, and m is the product of their 
orders:] Mm g N”’ (Cartesian product). 
ProoJ Let Ki E cl,(M,) and Hi E cl,(N,) (i = 1,2). (We suppose these 
classes and any units classes which arise are nonempty. The remaining cases 
require only minor modifications of our argument.) 
(i) + (ii). Let K be the basic building block whose R,-coordinate 
equals K, and whose units class equals P(M). Similarly, construct H using 
Hi, H,, and P(N). Then by the Direct Sum Theorem, both sides of (ii) have 
the same R, and R, ideal classes. Moreover, they have the same units class: 
P(M) P(N) %(I;>, because P(i) depends only on cl,(M) and cl,(N). 
So, by Theorem 10.2, M@ H z N OK. H and K are projective 
(necessarily of rank I), by Corollary 10.8 below. 
(i) * (iii). Let m = qu, where q and u are the orders of 
Q(R ,) X Q(R,) and %‘, respectively. By the Direct Sum Theorem, X = Mq 
has the unit R,-ideal class, for i = 1,2. Hence, by a second application of the 
theorem, (X” =) Mm has units class 1. [The factors 1 equal i because 
cli(X) = cli(Ri).] Since the same reasoning applies to N”, (iii) follows. 
(ii) =+- (i) and (iii) 3 (i). These follow from the Krull-Sxhmidt 
theorem, which holds whenever R, and R, a local, by Theorem 9.5. 
The following result is known, but we include it for completeness. 
COROLLARY 10.8. An indecomposable R-module M is projective o A4 is 
a basic building block with both S, and S, g ideals. 
Proof. (e) Let X be any basic building block with cli(X) = cl,(A4)’ for 
i = 1,2. Then 
P/(M 0 x) = @‘(M) P’(X) qk), 
where %(I;> does not depend on P(X). So, by suitably choosing P(X), we 
get P(M@X)= 1; hence M@XrR*. 
(s) Let M=M(g). Since a direct sum of R-diagrams is again an R- 
diagram, each Si which occurs in g must be a projective R,-module. In 
particular, A4 must be P-mixed. The structure theorem 9.4 for indecom- 
posable, P-mixed R-modules finished the job. 
11. CANCELLATION; LIFTING MODULO TORSION 
We will call a finitely generated R-module X a cancellation module if, for 
all finitely generated R-modules M and N: 
X@MzX@N=-MrN. (11.1) 
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Which finitely generated R-modules are cancellation modules? 
It is easily seen that a finite direct sum of modules is a cancellation 
module if and only if all of the summands are. Moreover, every indecom- 
posable module of finite length is a cancellation module [see 10.1(4)]. 
Hence we will confine our attention to indecomposable R-modules not of 
finite length. By Proposition 3.1, every such R-module is (P-mixed, hence by 
Theorem 9.4) a deleted cycle indecomposable. 
Finally, note that since the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds locally, by 
Theorem 9.5, the left side of implication (1 1.1) implies 
MPNNP. (11.2) 
The following theorem completes the answer to the question raised above. 
CANCELLATION THEOREM 11.3. Let X be a deleted cycle indecomposable, 
as in Section 1, (13). 
(9 Ifs,, and S,, are z to ideals (for example, $X is any indecom- 
posable projective module), then X is a cancellation module. 
(ii) If 22 = ( l}, then X is a cancellation module. 
(iii) If%# {l} d an exactly one of S,, and S,, is z an ideal, then X is 
not a cancellation module. 
Before beginning the proof, we note that if neither S,, nor S,, is E an 
ideal, then X has finite length and hence is a cancellation module, as already 
noted. 
Proof. From X @ Mg X @ N we conclude that Cl,(M) = Cl,(N) for 
i = 1,2. So, in view of (11.2) and the Second Main Theorem 10.2, our 
question boils down to “Z((M) = g(N)?” 
Applying the Direct Sum Theorem 10.5 to X @ MZ X 0 N we get 
9(X) P(M) %(I;> = P(X) W(N) %‘(I& (1) 
where the same I? appears on both sides of (1) because (cl,(M) = cl,(N) for 
i = 1, 2. Thus, since % is a group, p(E) can be cancelled from both sides in 
(1). 
The question is thus reduced to, “Can g(X) be cancelled in (l)?” The 
difficulty is that p(X) might be empty, hence multiply as though it “equaled 
zero.” 
If (i) holds, then g(X) # 0 and we are done. 
If (ii) holds, then (1) provides no useful information; but Y/(M) can only 
be 0 or 1. Moreover, g’(M) = 0 o %(Mp) = 0; that is, p(M) can be 
recovered from M,, . Thus, by (11.2), p(M) = p(N), and again M z N. 
Finally, for (iii), we show that, if 24 # { 1) then we can make (11.1) fail 
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with M and N projective of rank 1. [Incidently, R, E {R, --H R++- R) is 
always an example of such an X in (iii).] 
By hypothesis, we can pick M and N each of the form (R, --H R ++- R,} 
but with different units classes, hence M&N. 
On the other hand, X @ M is easily seen to be =X @ N as follows: the 
local invariant (...)p the same in each case because Mp z R, g Np; and 
cli(X@ M) = cl,(X) cli(Ri) = cl,(X@ N). 
Finally, since W(X) = 0, by Proposition 1.4, %(X @ M) and %(X @ N) are 
also empty, by Theorem 10.5. So, by Theorem 10.2, X@ ME X@ N, as 
desired. 
Since ?Y = { 1 } when R = ZG, we get: 
COROLLARY 11.4. All finitely generated ZG-modules are cancellation 
modules. More generally, all Fnitely generated R-modules are cancellation 
modules o 2% = { 1 }. 
By exactly the same methods as those above, one can prove 
THEOREM 11.5. The Krull-Schmidt thereom holds for Jinitely generated 
R-modules o each Ri is a principal ideal domain, and % = { 1). 
Finally, we briefly examine what information about a Jnitely generated p- 
mixed ZG-module M is determined by the finite ZG-modules M/p’M. We 
note, at the outset that the isomorphism class of M/p’M does not always 
determine that of M: Choose a value of p for which the ring of cyclotomic 
integers R, = Z[<], <* = 1, is not a principal ideal domain. Then R = ZG has 
projective modules of rank 1 which are not free, by Corollary 10.8, but 
which become free modulo pc for all c. 
THEOREM 11.6. Let R = ZG or the p-pullback of Z @ Z, let M and N be 
finitely generated, p-mixed R-modules, and let c be an integer >3 such that 
p’-*t(M) = 0 =pC-*t(N), (*I 
where t(M) denotes the torsion subgroup of (M, +). Then 
(i) M/p’M z N/p’N +- M, z N, (R-module r). 
(ii) M/p’M is indecomposable SF M is indecomposable (as R-modules 
in both cases). 
(Note that the opposite implications are trivial.) 
Proof: By Theorem 9.5, we can identify R, with R, whenever convenient. 
We now make a series of reductions. 
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By Corollary 9.6, indecomposability of M implies that of M,. So we can 
suppose, in (ii), that R = R, (= Z,G or the p-pullback of Z, @ Z,). We can 
clearly make this same assumption in (i). 
Since the Krull-Schmidt theorem now holds for R-modules, by Theorem 
9.5, we can also suppose, in (i), that A4 is indecomposable, provided we 
prove (ii) before (i). Therefore M and N are either deleted cycle or block 
cycle indecomposables. 
If A4 and N are block cycle indecomposables, then they are torsion groups. 
So pCM = 0 = pCN, and there is nothing to prove. 
Thus it suffices to show that, if M is a deleted cycle indecomposable, so is 
M/p’M; and the isomorphism class of M can be recovered from that of 
M/p’M. So let 
M= {S,,+-+ &tS21} {S11+&tS22} .-a {S,,++l?+;S,,}. (1) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ***.. 
Since each Ri is now local, we have P = { 1 }, so the isomorphism class of M 
is completely determined by the numbers: length S, (see Theorem 1.7). 
Let S be the direct sum of the basic building blocks in (1). Thus a typical 
element of S has the form 2. 
s = (a, -+ 6, t c,) + (a, -+ b; t c,) + * * * + (a, -+ 6” +- c,). (2) 
By the definition of “deleted cycle indecomposable,” M = S/K, where K is 
generated by n - 1 elements of the form 
(O-+Oecj)+(uj+,+O+O), cj E slj9 uj+l ESl,j+*y (3) 
and pcj=O and puj+, = 0 because K is an R-module and i?= Z/pZ. 
(Caution: But p is not necessarily prime in R,. Of course, the ideal pR, is a 
power of the prime P, of R2.) 
We prove: 
If length S, # co, then PC-‘Sij = 0. (4) 
Take any generator cj of S,. Then (a, + 5, +- cj) E S for suitable uj and b;.; 
and since ker(Szj + R) = P, Szj ?pS, we see that (0 + 0 CpCj) E S. By 
hypothesis (*), the element of finite order (0 +O +-pcj) + K of M is 
annihilated by pew’; that is, (O-, 0 tpc-‘cj) E K. The form (3) of the 
generators of the R-vector space K then shows p’-‘Cj = 0, proving (4) for 
i = 2. The proof for i = 1 is the same. 
We claim, next, that the module a, formed from M by replacing: 
Sll by R,IP’R, if S,, rR,, 
S 
(5) 
2n by R21pCR2 if S2,,zR2 
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and not changing any other Sij, is 34/pcM. TO see this, let cp: M -++ ii? be 
the map induced by taking the typical element s in (2), sending a, and c, to 
their canonical images in the “new” S,, and S,, respectively, and leaving 
every other aj, bj and cj unchanged. This map is well-defined because it takes 
the “relations” (3) to their counterparts in ii?. To see that pcM c ker (4, recall 
that, by definition of “deleted cycle indecomposable,” length S, is always 
finite except possibly for S,, and S,, . For all S, offinite length, (4) implies 
that p’s, = 0. And if “old” S,, and/or “old” S,, has infinite length, then its 
“new” counterpart in (5) is annihilated by pc. Thus pc (“new” S) = 0, so 
0 =p’ii?= q(pCM). For the opposite inclusion, use the form (3) of the 
relations of “new S.” 
Now that the claim i:. proved, we have &? EM/P’M. This is a deleted 
cycle indecomposable, so (ii) is proved. 
Uniqueness of deleted cycle indecomposables shows immediately that we 
can recover every length S, except possibly S,, and S,, from the 
isomorphism class of &?. And (4) together with (5) show: If 
length(“new” S,,) = length(R,/pCR,), then length “old” S,, = co; otherwise 
length “old” S,, = length “new” S,,. A similar argument for S, completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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